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In livestock production, the alternatives of producing beef cattle pre-
sent an economic problem. There are a number of systems or programs of pro-
ducing beef cattle. Some of these include I (1) wintered steers, (2) wintered
and grazed steers, (3) wintered and full fed steers, (4.) deferred fed steers,
(5) deferred fed heifers, (6) full fed steers, (7) full fed heifers, (8) cow
herds, "selling calves off grass, and (9) cow herds and creep fed calves. In
turn, there are alternative ways to handle each system.
The purpose of this study was to analyze the profitability of a number of
the choices for each system. The total group of choices studied embraces a
large number of the alternatives of interest to farmers in Northeastern Kansas.
For any given alternative, the variables which affect returns were be-
lieved to be livestock prices, feed costs and livestock gains.
This study was restricted to a consideration of a best method of pro-
ducing beef cattle over time. Although the data were handled in a way to
enable a study of variability of returns, predictability of income, returns
in adverse years, etc., these problems were not studied here but could be
studied later as a part of a broader study.
SOURCE OP DATA
Livestock Prices
The prices used for beef cattle were monthly averages of ten-day top
prices, and were taken from the Kansas City Daily Livestock Market Reports.
These prices were available by grades, and although there were problems of a
few missing prices and a few changes in grades, the prices were believed to be
reliable.
Peed and Pasture Costs
The feed prices used were yearly average prices for Brown and Doniphan
Counties in Northeast Kansas. These were obtained from unpublished data,
Department of Agricultural Economics, Kansas State College. Pasture costs
were obtained by using pasture rental quotations published by the Crop Re-
porting Service, and these apply primarily to the Flint Hills region. Here,
too, a small number of costs were missing and they were estimated.
Production
The production data for the beef cattle feeding programs included in this
study were taken from beef feeding trials of the Kansas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station at Manhattan and the Branch Experiment Station at Hays. The
earliest experiment included was reported in 194-0 and the latest was reported
in 1957. The experiments were typically the result of a lot of 10 animals
receiving the treatment. In many cases, the same experiment was conducted
more than one year. The number of head is shown for each alternative studied.
The daily ration fed is presented on a phase basis, and these data are
useful in describing the particular alternative. The total feed fed, both per
phase, and for the entire system, is also included, and these data are valu-
able for farm planning purposes.
Other information as length of phase, date and grade of animal at the
beginning and the end of the phase were presented. In some cases, it was
necessary to estimate grades, especially for the end of those phases that were
succeeded by other phases. Grades were usually available only when the ani-
mals were purchased or sold. The inaccuracies in estimates may be large and
some farmers may need to make adjustments in them to fit their own conditions.
The gain per head was presented by phase and these data were believed
very reliable. However, since the data were obtained from feeding trials,
they may not be appropriate for farmers producing cattle less efficiently. It
was assumed that the input-output relations used in this study would be typi-
cal of those for farmers following superior management practices.
PROCEDURE
The objective of studying profitability of alternatives was carried to a
phase basis as well as a total for the alternative. For feeding programs of
more than one phase, it was believed that this more intensive study would show
a more complete picture for an alternative and would be of special value for
those phases where results are contingent upon the treatment during preceding
phases. In all cases, a summary analysis was provided for those alternatives
involving more than one phase.
The profitability level is a "gross profit" figure. Charges for trans-
portation, interest on investment, death loss, veterinary expense, buildings,
labor, processing feed, and fencing were not deducted. These costs should be
covered by the "profit" figures as reported.
Livestock prices used were those appropriate for the grade and the date
the phase started or ended.
The analysis was not extended to a consideration of different dates for
alternatives otherwise similar. This further study is possible, but it is
improbable that the input-output relations would be the same for other dates.
THE ANALYSIS
The analysis proceeded through construction of annual budgets for each
alternative, by phase. For a given alternative and phase, the annual budgets
differed due to annual variations in livestock and feed prices, and input-
output relations were assumed constant over time. The study then is the re-
sult of submitting the production relations to the variety of price and cost
relations that existed over time.
Annual budgets were constructed for each year for the period 1925-1955,
years for which all necessary data were available. This period included two
periods of relatively good years, the late 1920 »s and during and after World
War II. It also included two periods of relatively poor years, those of the
early and mid-thirties and a period in the early 1950* s. None of the annual
calculations were presented, but averages and a limited number of frequency
distributions were reported.
The annual budgets, and the averages presented here, consisted of three
groups i (a) feed costs, (b) animal values at the beginning and end of each
phase, and (c) certain efficiency and profitability calculations. Feed was
broken down into three portions i farm raised roughages, farm raised grains
and commercial feeds. It was believed that this classification was a meaning*-
ful one where the frame of reference is a farmer considering alternative uses,
including feeding, or purchasing or selling of feed. Commercial feeds are a
clear case of feeds that are bought and they differ from the other groups.
Farm raised grains can either be sold or fed, or purchased and fed. Costs of
handling and transporting this type of feed are sizeable but not as extensive
as for roughages. This type of feed is more difficult to move, and it is
difficult to attach unit values to it.
5The weight, percent of animals of various grades, date, price per hundred-
weight and value per animal are presented for the beginning and the end of
each phase. The gain and feed cost per hundredweight of gain were presented
for each phase.
The first profitability calculation presented was the difference; selling
value minus the cost of animal. This difference should cover the costs of
feed (and all other costs). The second calculation, selling value minus the
cost of animal minus the cost of commercial feed gives a residual figure to
cover the costs of farm raised feeds. For those farmers who raise their own
grain and roughage, this calculation shows what remains after out-of-pocket
costs for the animal and purchased feed have been charged.
The calculation! selling value minus the cost of animal minus the cost
of commercial feed minus the cost of grain leaves a difference to pay costs of
roughage. Frequently, farmers with a given roughage supply, including hay,
pasture, and silage, look for the livestock system that will yield the great-
est return to the feed, and will feed the roughage unless it will bring more
than the greatest difference as calculated here for the superior livestock
alternative. The roughage supply may be a restriction, and although it may
be sold, if fed, will be fed to that type of livestock for which "returns for
roughage" are greatest.
The final calculation I selling value minus the cost of animal minus the
cost of commercial feed minus the cost of grain minus the cost of roughage is
a return more like "profit" and should be large enough to cover all cost3 not
included in this study, as cited above. The derivation of this measure as-
sumes all feeds can be priced, especially roughage. If they can be assumed to
be valued, this measure can be calculated and is net of all feed costs. For
6each phase, a frequency count was made for this measure, giving the number of
years "profits" were negative, $0 to #10.00, $10.00 to #20.00, #20.00 to #50.00
and above #50.00. The measure, "Returns per dollar of total cost" was derived
by dividing this "profit" measure by the total costs of the animal plus the
cost of the feed.
The calculation "Returns per dollar of feed cost" was derived by dividing
the value of the animal minus the cost of animal by the total cost of all feed.
For cow herd systems, somewhat different calculations were derived. There
was no cost-of-calf figure as in the purchased cattle systems. The measure
"Value calf per dollar total feed cost" was derived by dividing the selling
value of the calf by the total feed cost. The measure "Returns per dollar
total feed cost" was derived by dividing the difference; selling value of calf
minus the total feed cost, by the total feed cost.
Wintered Steers
Wintering beef cattle is a method of feeding which utilizes a number of
lower quality feeds and normally contains a high proportion of roughage. Gains
are usually small. However, this depends on the proportion of roughage to
grain. Since most of the ration is made up of lower quality feeds, cheap
gains can be realized. The wintering program is best suited for feeders who
have some roughage, and possible stalk fields but little or no pasture or
grain. Cattle handled under the wintering program are usually fed a little
longer for a greater gain than where cattle are to be grazed or full fed after
the wintering phase.
7Pour different feeding programs of wintering steer calves were budgeted
and the results are presented in Table 1. Program B consisted of a ration
of prairie hay and protein supplement without grain. Good to choice calves
were used. The program resulted in the lowest average returns of the four
trials with a profit or a return above feed and animal cost of 59.84, for the
31--jr»ar period, 1925 to 1955. The return per dollar of total feed cost waa
$1.73 while the return per dollar of total cost was .1039 or slightly over 10
percent. The program also resulted in negative returns, or a failure to
cover all costs in seven out of the 31 years. This occurred mainly in the
period 1931 through 1936 and in 1952 and 1953. Returns from zero to §20.00
resulted in 19 years and returns above $20.00 occurred in five years with the
greatest return occurring in 1951 when the profit figure reached $55.00, The
greatest loss, $28.00, occurred in 1953, a year when most programs were not
profitable.
Program D consisted of a ration of 30 pounds of silage, four pouxd s of
grain and one pound of protein. This program of wintering resulted in the
largest gain, both weight and dollar-wise, with a total gain of 238 pounds and
an average profit figure of $18.80 or almost twice the return as shown for
Program B above. The net result was a relatively low feed cost of $3.88 per
one hundred pounds of gain. The return per dollar of total feed cost was
$1.89 and the return per dollar of total cost was .2165 or approximately 22
percent. In contrast to Program B above, this program resulted in negative
returns only once in the 31-year period studied. This occurred in 1934 and
the loss was only $4.83. Program D had 16 years of returns between zero and
$20.00 and 14. years of returns above $20.00. Returns of over $50.00 were
^All tables are in the Appendix.
8realized in three years, 1943, 1950 and 1951. The largest return, $33.00,
occurred in 1951.
Program C had a very heavy silage ration, 39 pounds per day, with 1.75
pounds of grain and 1,25 pounds of protein. Although the gain was good and
the feed cost per 100 pounds of gain relatively low, the returns were similar
to Program B. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.58 and the return
per dollar of total cost was .1130 or U percent. Again negative returns were
present, occurring for six years, mainly in the period of 1932 through 1936.
The greatest loss occurred in 1934 and it was $7.50. The greatest return,
150.64, was in 1951. Returns of zero to $20.00 occurred in 21 years.
The fourth wintering Program E, had a ration composed of 30 pounds of
silage, 1.75 pounds of grain and five pounds of ground alfalfa. The ground
alfalfa was alfalfa hay which had been run through a grinder to chop up the
stems in an attempt to reduce waste. This method may be used in cases where
the alfalfa hay is not of high quality, and the grinding may increase the
palatability of the alfalfa. Since only a snail amount of grain and no pro-
tein wa3 fed, the total cost of feed was relatively low, and likewise the
feed cost per hundred pounds of gain was low. The returns above feed and
animal cost produced $15.40 per year on the average. Negative returns oc-
curred in six years while returns from zero to $20.00 appeared in 18 years.
In 1948 and 1951 returns of over $50.00 were experienced with the largest
return, $69.50, appearing in 1951. The greatest loss, .$6.72, appeared in
1934. The return per dollar of total feed cost was the largest of the four
programs budgeted. This return was $1.94, while the return per dollar of
total cost was .1674 or approximately 17 percent.
It would appear that the most profitable method of wintering steers would
be one which included about four pounds of grain daily. Reliance on roughage
9alone resulted in very poor returns even though good to choice quality calves
were used in the feeding trials and the end result produced choice stocker
calves. The returns experienced were mainly from increases in quality and
price differential rather than from weight gains. Also the greatest return
was realized from the lightest purchase weight animals, while the smallest
returns resulted from wintering the heaviest calves.
Program D which had the ration containing four pounds of grain was supe-
rior to all other wintering programs in 27 years out of the 31-year period as
far as profits were concerned. Program E was superior in three years, and
Program B was superior in one year while Program C was never superior.
Wintered and Grazed Steers
The wintering and grazing program is handled similarly to the wintering
program. The main difference being that the wintering phase may be shortened
and the grazing season added. This program also utilizes a great deal of
roughage and is well adapted to areas having summer grass and producing rough-
ages such as alfalfa and silage. No grain is required and if a good legume
is fed, no protein supplement is needed.
Four different methods of handling a wintering and grazing program were
budgeted. In all cases the grazing ration was made up of grass alone, however,
the wintering ration differed considerably. Two programs received no grain,
while one program received two pounds and another received four pounds of
grain. The calves used were of good quality. The results of the four pro-
grams are presented in Tables 2, 3, 4 anc^ is
Program A had a wintering ration of one pound of protein supplement and
26.35 pounds of silage daily. Since only good quality calves were used, and
due to the high roughage ration, the wintering phase resulted in very low
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profit. The average profit for the 31-year period was only $1.52 per head
with negative returns occurring in 1A year3. Returns of zero to $20.00 were
realized in 16 years and returns were above $20.00 per head for only five
years. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.11 while the return per
dollar of total cost was .0197 or only two percent. Results for the grazing
season were somewhat better as the average profit figure was slightly better
than $20.00 per head, with negative profit in only three years. The return
per dollar of feed cost was |3«59 and the return per dollar of total cost was
.234.6 or about 23.5 percent. The reason for the relatively high return for
the grazing period is probably due to the lack of a full winter ration. In
sunEiarlzing the two phases, the average profit per head totaled $21.85. Nega-
tive profit occurred in seven years while profit above $20.00 per head was
realized in 15 years. The largest return occurred in 1950 when profit reached
slightly more than $100.00 per head. Three years later the greatest loss was
realized, being more than $15*00. The overall return per dollar of feed cost
was $2,03 and the overall return per dollar of total cost was .2571.
Program C differs from Program A in that it contained two pounds of grain
per day in addition to prairie hay and protein in the wintering ration. Again
good quality calves were used; however, the returns for the wintering phase
were much greater than for Program A. The average profit over the 31-year
period was $6.13 per head for the period mentioned. Negative returns appeared
in eight years as compared to 14- years for A, The majority of returns fell in
the zero to twenty-dollar-range, that group containing 19 years. The return
per dollar of feed cost was $1,36 while the return per dollar of total cost
wa3 .0760, The grazing ration consisted of grass alone and the returns were
somewhat lower compared to A, Thi3 is probably due to the better method of
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wintering wliich produced somewhat larger weight gains. It is believed that a
calf wintered well will not put on the gains on pasture as one that is not
wintered well. The average profit for the grazing period was #15.54-, with
four years of negative returns. Returns of over 150.00 occurred in two years,
1950 and 1951. Returns per dollar of feed cost and returns per dollar of
total cost were #2.99 and .0163, respectively. Summarizing the two phases,
it was found that the average return or profit per head was $21.72. This is
slightly smaller than the overall return for A above. Negative profit ap-
peared in seven years from 1930 to 1936, and again In 1952 and 1953. The
mo3t negative return occurred in 1953 and the largest positive return in 1950.
Returns were over $50.00 for five years. The overall return per dollar of
feed cost was §1.36 and the overall return per dollar of total cost was .2436.
Four pounds of grain were included in the wintering ration of Program D
as contrasted to two pounds in Program C and none in Program A. Prairie hay
and a protein supplement were fed in addition to the grain. As might be ex-
pected, the profit figure was the greatest of the three above mentioned pro-
grams. The average profit figure for the wintering phase was $3.93} however,
negative returns still occurred in eight years. The greatest loss, $17.23,
appeared in 1953 while the largest return occurred in 1950 when profits
reached almost *46.00 per head. The return per dollar of feed cost and the
return per dollar of total cost for the wintering phase wa3 $1.42 and .104,8,
respectively. Since the gains from wintering were fairly good, lower returns
resulted from the grazing season than in the above programs. The average
profit for the grazing phase was $11.34. per head while the return per dollar
of feed cost was $2.51 and the return per dollar of total cost was .1162.
Negative returns appeared in seven years with the greatest loss, $24-. 00,
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occurring in 1952. Returns from zero to $20.00 occurred in 13 years. In sum-
marizing the two phases of Program D, the average profit figure totaled $20.77
with the overall return per dollar of feed cost and the overall return per
dollar of total cost being $1.72 and .2234, respectively. Seven years of
negative returns were experienced while in five years, profits exceeded $50.00.
The greatest loss occurred in 1953 and the largest gain in 1950.
The wintering ration of program G was composed of prairie hay and protein.
No grain was fed during the wintering or grazing phases. The average profit
for the wintering phase was similar to Program C, being $6.29 per head. Nega-
tive returns appeared in nine years with the majority of the returns falling
in the zero to twenty-dollar-range. Tha return per dollar of feed cost was
$1.46 while the return per dollar of total cost was .0775. The grazing season
produced profit of slightly more than $16.00 with negative returns occurring
in only two years. Returns of over $50.00 appeared in two years also. The
return per dollar of feed cost was $3.05 and the return per dollar of total
cost was .I684.. In summary, the wintering and grazing phases of Program G
produced a return of $22.32 over feed and animal cost. Negative profit ap-
peared in five years with the greatest loss occurring in 1953. This was
slightly more than $24.. 00. Profits above $50.00 occurred in four years. In
1950 the return was almost $100.00 per head. The greatest portion of the re-
turns fell in the range of $10.00 to $50.00. The total return per dollar of
feed cost was $2.04. and the total return per dollar of total cost was .2512.
Program G appears to be the most profitable method of wintering and graz-
ing steers. These steers received a wintering ration of prairie hay and pro-
tein and no grain. However, somewhat better grade steers were used in Program
G than the other programs. Program G was superior profit-wise H years out of
the 31-year period while Program A was superior in ten years. Program A, as
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for Program G, received no grain in the wintering ration, but received a
moderately heavy ration of silage with protein. Program C was superior in
three years while Program D was superior in four years. Program C received
two pounds of grain while Program D received four pounds. The results of
the wintering and grazing programs are opposite the results of the wintering
programs where the best results appeared from a daily ration including four
pounds of grain. However, the range of the four above programs was quite
small, varying by only slightly mere than $1.50 per head so it would be almost
a matter of indifference as to which method of wintering and grazing was
followed.
Wintered and Pull Fed Steers
The wintering phase is normally handled very much like the wintering
phase of the wintering and grazing programs, except that a good winter gain
will probably be more beneficial when going on full feed than onto grass.
Wintering and full feeding is also very similar to the deferred feeding pro-
gram except that the grazing phase is omitted. This program was studied as it
seems particularly well suited for Northeast Kansas where pasture is limited,
while roughages and grains are in abundance.
Three programs were budgeted using different methods of wintering. Pro-
gram J received no grain, Program K received two pounds per day, and Program E
received four pounds of grain per day. The steers used were mostly of good to
choice quality. The results of the three programs are presented in Tables 6,
7 and 8.
Program J had a wintering ration of silage and a protein supplement but
no grain. As a result, the average profit per head was only slightly more
uthan $4..00. Profits were negative for 12 years, with the returns for most of
the years falling in the zero to twenty-dollar-range. The return per dollar
of feed cost was $1.33 and the return per dollar of total cost was .0504 or
five percent. The ration for the full feeding phase consisted of about 12
pounds of corn, prairie hay, a small amount of alfalfa hay and protein. The
results were very poor. The average profit was a negative 37 cents. Negative
returns appeared in 16 years with the greatest loss, $51.12, occurring in 1952.
The results of the two phases produced a profit of only $3.75 per head with
negative returns occurring in 13 years, tost of the losses appeared during
the "thirties" and again after 1952. The greatest loss was $59.50 which oc-
curred in 1952. Profit surpassed $50.00 in only one year, 1950, when the fig-
ure reached $72.17. The total return per dollar of feed cost was $1.06 while
the total return per dollar of total cost was .0290 or less than three percent.
Program K differed from Program J in that the wintering ration contained
about two pounds of grain per day in addition to silage and protein. The
profit realized from the wintering ration was $14.21, which was considerably
greater than for Program J. Negative profit appeared in six years and returns
of sero to $20.00 occurred in 19 years. Th3 returns per dollar of feed cost
and the returns per dollar of total cost were $1.58 and .1446, respectively.
The full feeding phase also excelled over Program J. The ration for the full
feeding phase contained 12 pounds of grain, silage, ground alfalfa and protein.
The main difference in rations being silage in Program K and prairie hay in
Program J. The average profit was $9.09 per head compared to a negative re-
turn in Program J. Tn LI years, negative returns were experienced, with tha
return per dollar of feed cost being $1.25 and the return per dollar of total
cost equal to .0610.
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In sumnary the wintering and full feeding phases of Program K produced
an average profit of $23.29 per head. Profits were negative for eight years,
while profits above $50*00 occurred in five years. The two extremes here were
a negative $19 .00 and a positive $119.63. The overall return per dollar of
food cost was §1.38 aid the overall return per dollar of total cost was .1727
or slightly over 17 percent*
Program S had a wintering ration of four pounds of grain besides silage
and protein. The returns per dollar of total cost was ,1919 while the returns
per dollar of feed cost was $1.64. The average profit oer head was $12.91
which is slightly le33 than the profit realized from Program K and consider-
ably more than the profit from Program J. Negative returns occurred in seven
years with the greatest loss, $12,00, appearing in 1934* The greatest profit
occurred in 1951 when the figure reached slightly more than $72.00. The full
feeding ration contained almost 16 poinds of grain, protein and small amounts
of both alfalfa hay and prairie hay. The average profit for full feeding was
$15*77 which is somewhat greater than the profit realised from Program K. The
returns per dollar of feed cost was $1.31 while the return per dollar of total
cost was .1200.
The overall profit for the tuo phases was $25,68, with negative returns
occurring in seven years. The greatest loss was slightly more than $22.00 and
this occurred in 1936. The largest profit occurred in 1948 and was $143.53,
Most of the returns fell in the range of $20.00 and above, this group con-
taining 19 years. The overall return per dollar of feed cost was $1*40 and
the overall return ^er dollar of total cost was ,2421 or slightly more than
24 percent*
In wintering and full feeding steers, it would appear that the most prof-
itable feeding program was one which had at least four pounds of grain in the
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wintering ration. Program E was superior to the other two programs in 19
years. Program K was superior in nine years while Program J was superior in
three years.
Deferred Fed Steers
Deferred feeding is a system of producing beef which has been believed
well suited for Kansas. There are three distinct phases involved, (1) winter-
ing, (2) summer grazing and (3) full feeding. Deferred feeding utilises many
farm raised roughages and grains in addition to grass. It provides a ready
market for these feeds that might otherwise be a problem to market. Deferred
feeding uses young, lightweight cattle of good and choico quality and is de-
signed to fit tho price trends. Steers are normally purchased in the fall
when feeder cattle are plentiful and low in price. They are sold the follow-
ing fall as fat butcher cattle when prices are generally higher.
Two different programs of deferred feeding were budgeted. Program E is
a typical deferred feeding system with a wintering ration of five pounds of
grain fed per head daily. Program B received five pounds of grain per day
during the wintering phase, but the steers were full fed on pasture rather
than in the dry lot as in Program E. Utilizing pasture in the full feeding
phase reduces the amount of roughage needed in the ration.
The wintering ration of Program E contained silage, protein and a small
amount of alfalfa and prairie hay in addition to the five pounds of grain,
Tabic 9, The average profit for the wintering phase was §15.37 which comppres
favorably with returns realized from the wintering Program D, which received
four pounds of grain daily. Negative returns appeared in four years while the
major portion of the returns fell in the range of zero to $20,00, The return
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per dollar of total cost was .1821. The grazing phase produced a very poor
return, only 45 cents per head on the average. Negative returns occurred in
17 years and in 10 additional years, returns did not exceed $10.00. However,
the losses wer~ never large, as the greatest loss was $21.17 in 1952. Losses
did not exceed $5.00 in nine of the 17 years of negative returns. The return
per dollar of total cost and the return per dollar of feed cost were ,00£L and
#1.06, respectively. Returns during the full feeding phase were much better
and actually made the program return a profit. The full feeding ration con-
tained 15 pounds of grain in addition to protein, alfalfa hay and a small
amount of prairie hay. This resulted in an average profit of $18,52 per head#
Negative profit occurred in only two years while profits of over #50.00 also
occurred in two years. The return per dollar of feed cost was #1.55 while the
return per dollar of total cost was .1315.
In summarizing the three phases of Program E, negative profit apnears only
once, in 1934, which was slightly more than #8.00. The overall average profit
was $34.16 per head. Returns of above #20.00 x»t head occurred in 18 years
with eight of these years having returns above #50.00. The greatest profit
appeared in 1950 when the figure reached almost #115.00 per head. The overall
return per dollar of feed cost was #1.53 and the overall return per dollar of
total co3t was .2728 or better than a 27 percent return on the entire feeding
program.
Program B differed from Program E above in that the steers were full fed
on grass, Table 10. The wintering ration included five pounds of grain as did
Program E. In addition to the grain, silage, protein, alfalfa hay and prairie
hay were fed. Slightly more prairie hay was fed in Program B than in Program
E. The average profit for the wintering phase was $13«78, which is somewhat
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less than the profit for wintering tinder Program E. Negative returns occurred
in five years and returns above $50.00 were experienced in two years. The
return per dollar of feed cost was #1.55 and the return per dollar of total
cost was .1667. Profit realized from the grazing season was $1.09 which is
very low but still above the profit received under Program E. Negative re-
turns appeared in 15 years as compared to 17 years under Program E. The re-
turn per dollar of feed cost and the return per dollar of total cost for the
grazing phase were $1.14 and ,0104, respectively. The full feeding phase
again made the deferred program successful as far as profit is concerned. The
average profit realized from the full feeding phase was $18.55, or almost iden-
tical to the returns in Program E above. Returns above $50.00 and below zero
occurred in two years in each case. The greatest loss was about $6.00 in
19^3 while the largest return was more than $62.00 in 1946. The full feeding
phase of Program B produced 279 pounds of gain where the steers were full fed
on grass, compared to a gain of 269 pounds for the full feeding phase of
Program E. The full feeding rations differed only slightly outside of the
roughage. Program B received slightly more than 15 pounds of grain in addi-
tion to protein and grass. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.54 whila
the return per dollar of total cost was •1328,
Combining the three phases of Program B, the average profit was $33.41,
with losses occurring in two years and profits above $20.00 appearing in 17
years. The greatest loss as far as the entire program was concerned, occurred
in 1934 and was $7.75. The largest profit was $116.11 in 1950. The combined
return per dollar of feed cost was $1.50 while the total return per dollar of
total cost was ,2676.
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It would seem to be a matter of indifference as to which method of de-
ferred feeding to follow. The overall profit differed by only 75 cents per
head. However, Program E was superior as far as profits were concerned in
22 years of the 31-year period studied. Program B was superior in nine years.
On the basis of this, Program E with full feeding in the dry lot was the most
profitable of the deferred feeding systems studied.
Deferred Fed Heifers
Deferred feeding of heifers is quite similar to deferred feeding of
steers. Heifers are usually fed less grain than steers or they may not re-
ceive any grain in the wintering ration. Heifers may also be handled very
much like steers in the wintering phase, but then not go to grass. This would
then be very similar to a wintering and full feeding program. Another char-
acteristic of a deferred heifer program is that the heifers are normally sold
earlier and at lighter weights than steers.
Four different systems of deferred feeding of heifers were budgeted in
this study. One program does not include a grazing phase, two other programs
do not utilize any grain in the wintering ration, while the fourth program
has a wintering ration of two pounds of grain.
Program A does not include a grazing phase. The wintering ration con-
sisted of two pounds of grain in addition to silage, protein and a small
amount of prairie hay. Return resulting from the wintering phase was a nega-
tive $5.00. Profits of zero to $50.00 occurred in five years with losses ap-
pearing in 26 years. The full feeding phase produced a somewhat better return
with average profit reaching almost $15.00. Negative returns were realized in
five years while returns of above #50.00 occurred in one year. The return per
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dollar of feed cost was $1.45 while the return per dollar of total cost was
.1395 or 14 percent. In summary, the two phases produced a profit of $9.83
per head. Negative returns were still apparent in 10 years with the main
portion of the returns falling in the zero to twenty-dollar-range. The
greatest loss, $23.43, appeared 5n 1936 while the largest gain occurred in
1948, which was $105.82 per head. The overall return per dollar of feed
cost was $1.20 while the overall return per dollar of total cost was .0885.
The results of Program A appear in Table 11 in the appendix.
System B of deferred heifers was more nearly the type of deferred feed-
ing system considered typical. The wintering ration contained two pounds of
grain, protein, silage and prairie hay. The resulting profit was $4.29 per
head for the wintering phase. Negative profit appeared in 11 years while
returns from zero to $20.00 occurred in 17 years. The return per dollar of
feed cost was $1.22 and the return per dollar of total cost was .0537. Re-
turns for the grazing phase resulted in an average loss of $2.12. Negative
returns appeared in 19 years with the largest loss occurring in 1952 when
the figure reached $34.51 per head. The full feeding ration included slightly
more than 14 pounds of grain, protein, prairie hay and a small amount of
alfalfa hay. The profit resulting from full feeding was $20.35 per head.
Most of the returns fell in the range of $10.00 to $50.00 profit per head.
The only loss appeared in 1943 and the figure was $5.51.
In totaling the three phases of Program B, profit per head was $22.52.
Negativo profit appeared in six years while profit above $50.00 occurred in
four years. The largest loss was $15.76 in 1934 and the greatest profit was
$108.94 which occurred in 1948. The overall return per dollar of feed cost
was $1.38 and the overall return per dollar of total cost was .1844. The re-
sults of Program B are shown in Table 12.
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Program C differs from the above two systems in that this program did not
receive any grain in the wintering ration, but did receive protein during the
grazing season. The wintering ration consisted of silage, protein and prairie
hay. The results of Program C are presented in Table 13. Profit resulting
from wintering was $1.32 t»r head with negative returns occurring in 14 years
and returns between zero and $20.00 in 15 years. The greatest loss was $27.26
which occurred in 1953. Losses exceeded $10.00 in six years. Profits never
exceeded $50.00. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.09, while the
return per dollar of total cost was .0176. The grazing phase had a daily ra-
tion of .£L pounds of protein in addition to the grass. The grazing season
produced a profit of $4.75 per head which was considerably better than the
loss realized in the grazing phase of Program B above. The return per dollar
of feed cost was $1.50 and the return per dollar of total cost was .0555.
The profit resulting from the full feeding phase was $14.13 per head, which
was somewhat less than the returns of the two proceeding programs. However,
negative returns occurred only during two years, 1925 and 1943. Most of the
returns fell in the range of $10.00 to $20.00. The return per dollar of feed
cost and the return per dollar of total cost were $1.61 and .1244, respec-
tively. The full feeding ration included about 13 pounds of grain, protein,
alfalfa and prairie hay.
Combined, the phases of Program C showed a profit of $20.20 per head on
the average* The greatest loss was slightly over $9.00 which occurred in
1936, one of the eight years of negative returns. Profits exceeded $50.00 in
five years, the greatest profit being $93.56 in 1948. The total return per
dollar of feed cost was $1.43 while the overall return per dollar of total
cost was .1382 or about 19 percent.
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Program D is similar to C above in that the wintering ration did not
include grain. However, no protein was fed during the grazing season.
Table
U shows the results of Program D. The wintering ration consists of protein,
silage and prairie hay. This method of wintering produced an average
profit
of $3.23 per head. During 25 years, returns were either negative or
leas
than $10.00. The largest loss was $24.75 in 1953 while the greatest profit
was $38.93, occurring in 19*8. The return per dollar of feed cost
was $1.21
and the return per dollar of total cost was .0428. The grazing
season pro-
duced a very low return, as on the average it was only 42 cents
per head.
Negative returns and returns of less than $10.00 occurred in 27 years with
the largest loss appearing in 1952. Profits never exceeded $20.00 in any
year. The full feeding ration contained almost 14 pounds of grain
per day
along with protein, alfalfa hay and prairie hay. The resulting profit
was
$13.50 which was similar to the returns produced by Programs A and C above.
Negative profit was realized in three years with the majority of the returns
falling in the zero to twenty-dollar-range. The return per dollar of
feed
cost and the return per dollar of total cost were $1.42 and .1131, respec-
tively.
Summarizing, the three phases of Program D produced an average profit of
$17.15 per head. The combined return per dollar of feed cost was $1.31 and
the combined return per dollar of total cost was ,U82 or approximately 15
percent. Negative returns occurred in 10 years while profits in excess of
$50.00 appeared in four years. The greatest return was $92.71 in 1948 while
the greatest loss was $16.66 in 1934»
The most profitable method of deferred feeding of heifers seems to be
Program B which was more nearly the typical deferred feeding program.
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Program B differed from the other programs in that it contained two pounds of
grain per day in the winter ration while two of the other programs received
no grain in the wintering phase and the remaining program did not include a
grazing phase. Program B was superior as far as profits were concerned in 26
years of the 31-year period, Program C was superior in six years, Program A
was superior in one year while Program D was never superior. According to
this it would appear that a profitable deferred feeding program of heifers
should include a wintering ration of grain.
Pull Fed Steers
Pull feeding is well adapted to areas where an abundance of feed grain is
produced and pasture is limited. Northeast Kansas fits these qualifications,
therefore making it well suited for full feeding. The full feeding program as
a phase in itself differs somewhat from the full feeding phase in deferred
feeding or grazing and full feeding. Pull feeding programs are usually car-
ried out for a much longer period of time than the full feeding phase of some
other programs. Normally, better quality animals are used for full feeding as
well as lighter weight cattle in an attempt to reduce or lessen financial
hazards. However, heavier weight steers were budgeted as well as lighter
weights. The results of the study of lighter steers are shown in Tables 15
and 16, while the results of the heavier steers are presented in Tables 17,
18 and 19. All of the programs studied were full fed in the dry lot.
Program A began in December and continued through to July. Good to
choice grade calves of slightly over 400 pounds were used. The daily ration
included slightly more than 11 pounds of grain, silage, protein, alfalfa and
prairie hay. The average return, after feed and animal cost were taken from
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the selling value, was #36.65 per head. Returns of less than zero occurred
in two years, 1930 and 1936. The largest loss was $16.77 in 1936. Profits
above #50.00 were realized in eight years with the largest return, #154*07
per head, in 194.8. Returns of above #20.00 occurred in 22 years of the 31-
year period studied. The return per dollar of feed cost was #1.67 and the
return per dollar of total cost was .3061. Program A produced choice to
prime fat steers, weighing nearly 900 pounds at the end of the feeding.
Program C was a summer full feeding program with good to choice grade
steers being used. Their beginning weight was slightly over 600 pounds when
feeding began in July. After 137 days of feeding, the calves graded mostly
choice with a few steers grading prime, and weighing 928 pounds. The full
feeding ration consisted of 16 pounds of grain, protein and prairie hay.
Profit per head averaged #27.36 while the return per dollar of feed cost was
#1.60 and the return per dollar of total cost was .2001, which is consider-
ably less than in Program A above. Negative returns appeared in two years,
while most of the returns fell in the range of #10.00 to #50.00 per head.
Profit of above #50.00 occurred in six years with the greatest return occur-
ring in 1949. This return was #99.70 per head.
System D was of the winter full feeding type as Program A. In this case
good grade steers of 500 pounds were used . They were fed 14 pounds of grain
and almost seven pounds of alfalfa hay daily for 203 days and gained 44.6
pounds to grade mostly choice, however, 10 percent graded prime and 20 percent
graded good. The profit realized from Program D was #37.48 per head, for the
best return of the five full feeding programs of lighter weights studied.
However, negative returns appeared in three years with the greatest loss being
#20.48 in 1936. The largest gain, #150.31, occurred in 1948. The return per
I
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dollar of feed cost and the return per dollar of total cost were $1,69 and
.3081, respectively.
Good to choice grade steers of 500 pounds were used in Program 21. The
daily ration consisted of two feeds, 14 pounds of grain and five pounds of
alfalfa hay. No protein or additional roughage was fed. After 203 days of
full feeding, the steers graded choice and weighed 933 pounds. The average
profit per head was $36.81. Negative returns occurred in three years while
returns above $50.00 occurred in eight years. The greatest return was $151.40
in 194.8 and the largest loss was $20.08 in 1936. The return per dollar of
feed cost was $1.70 while the return per dollar of total cost was .3033.
Pull feeding Program 19 received a daily ration of 11 pounds of grain
and 12 pounds of alfalfa hay. Good to choice grade steers weighing 500
pounds were fed for 203 days beginning in December and ending in July. After
full feeding for this period, the steers graded mostly choice and gained 432
i
pounds per head. The profit realised per head was $33*81 with losses oc-
curring in four years, the largest loss being $19.87 in 1936. Returns of
above $20.00 per head occurred in 23 years with the greatest gain, $145.87,
appearing in 1948. The return per dollar of feed cost and the return per
dollar of total cost were $1.64 and .2788, respectively.
The following 12 feeding programs deal with steers of heavier weights.
The steers used in Programs 15 through 18 weighed approximately 750 pounds
and graded choice. All four programs began in October and continued to April
for a 180-day feeding period. Program 15 was fed a daily ration of 14 pounds
of grain, silage and protein. The resulting profit was $32.16 per head while
the return per dollar of total cost was .1949» Returns of over $20.00 per
head were realized in 18 years with the largest return being $111.82 in 1951.
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Two years later the greatest loss occurred, being $21.51. Losses appeared in
only three years of the 31-year period.
Program 16 was similar to Program 15 above except that the relative
aaounts of the feeds fed differed. The daily ration included nine pounds of
grain, protein and a considerable amount of silage. This was a reduction in
the grain as compared to Program 15 and an increase in silage. At the com-
pletion of the feeding period, the steers weighed over 1,000 pounds and graded
largely choice. The average profit realized from Program 16 was $31.47 per
head. The largest portion of the annual returns was above $20,00 with nine
years above $50,00, Negative returns were realized in three years, 1934» 1936
and 1953. The average return per dollar of feed cost was $1,67 and the return
per dollar of total cost was ,1990 or 20 percent.
The daily ration fed to the steer3 in Program 17 had an increased amount
of silage and a reduction in grain. Less than five pounds of grain were fed
daily and at the end of the feeding period all of the steers had dropped from
choice at the beginning to good. The profit resulting from Program 17 was
$24»28 per head with annual returns appearing as negative in five cases. The
largest loss was almost $33*00 in 1953* The return per dollar of feed cost
was $1,67, the same as Program 16 above, and the return per dollar of total
cost was ,1633*
The daily ration of Program 18 did not include grain, but consisted of
4.5 pounds of silage in addition to protein. After 180 days of feeding, the
steers had dropped from choice at the start to mostly commercial. The steers
gained slightly less than one pound per day. As a result of an almost entire
roughage ration, profit was the lowest of the 17 full fed steer programs stud-
ied. The average profit was only $3.19 per head for the 31-year period.
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Negative returns occurred in 15 years with the greatest loss, $61.98, appear-
ing in 1953. The average return per dollar of feed cost was §1.13 while the
average return per dollar of total cost was .0236.
At the beginning of the feeding in Programs 22 through 25, the steers
weighed approximately 800 pounds and graded good. All four programs began
in August and ended in January, making a feeding period of 150 days. Pro-
gram 22 had a daily ration of almost 13 pounds of grain along with protein,
silage and alfalfa hay. The steers in Program 22 gained 390 pounds and pro-
duced an average profit of $15.90 per head. They graded largely good with
a small portion grading choice. Losses were produced in 11 years of feeding
while profits of above $50.00 occurred in five years. The majority of the
annual returns fell in the zero to twenty-dollar range. The average return
per dollar of feed cost was $1.30 and the average return per dollar of total
cost was le3s than 10 percent.
The average profit resulting from full feeding in Program 23 was $19.92
per head. Negative returns occurred in nine years with the largest loss,
$19.93, appearing in 1934. The greatest annual profit was realized in 1948
and was over $96.00. The return per dollar of feed cost and the return per
dollar of total cost were $1.37 and .1217, respectively. The steers in Pro-
gram 23 received a daily ration of 14-. 5 pounds of grain besides protein,
silage and alfalfa hay. At the completion of the feeding program, the steers
had gained 4.05 pounds and graded mostly good and partially choice.
The steers in full feeding Program ?4 received almost 18 pounds of grain
in addition to silage, protein and alfalfa hay in a daily ration. The steers
gained 443 pounds and graded largely choice. The average annual profit rea-
lized from Program 24 was $34.27, one of the higher returns of full fed steers.
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Returns of above $20.00 occurred in 17 years with the largest return being
$125.07, in 194.3. Losses appeared in only three years. The average return
per dollar of feed cost was $1.53 while the return per dollar of total cost
was .2037 or slightly over 20 percent.
A daily ration of about 18 pounds of grain, silage, protein and alfalfa
hay was fed to the steers in Program 25, which began in September. At tb#
completion of the feeding period in February, the steers had gained 392
pounds and graded good to choice. The resulting profit was the third lowest
of the 17 programs studied. The average profit was $12,88 with losses oc-
curring in 11 years. The greatest loss was almost $35.00 in 1953. However,
annual profits exceeded $50.00 in five years with tho largest gain appearing
in 1951. The average return per dollar of feed cost and the average return
per dollar of total cost were $1.21 and ,0730, respectively.
Steers weighing around 800 pounds were used in the full feeding programs
of I, II, III and IV. The beginning grades and the lengths of feeding varied
somewhat. The steers of Program I graded good to choice at the onset of the
feeding period in August. They received a daily ration of almost 17 pounds of
mixed grains in addition to prairie hay and protein. After a feeding period
of 110 days, the steers had gained 279 pounds and graded mostly good. The
average profit realized from Program I was $11.33 per head with losses occur-
ring in eight years. The losses never exceeded $18.00 in any year, however,
gains rarely exceeded $50.00. The return per dollar of total cost was .074.8
while the return per dollar of feed cost W3S $1.29.
Program II began in November and continued through April for a feeding
period of 150 days. The steers used graded choice at the beginning and at the
end of the period and gained 365 pounds while on feed. The steers were fed
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slightly more than 33 pounds of grain, 40 pounds of silage and protein. The
average profit resulting from the above ration was $37.41, the third largest
average profit realized of the 17 programs. Annual returns were above $20.00
per head in 22 years and above $100.00 in two years. The retatrn ner dollar
of feed cost was $1.69 and the return per dollar of total cost was .2127.
Program III produced the largest average profit of the 17 full fed steer
programs studied. Profit reached $37.75 per head. Negative profit appeared
in only two years, 1936 and 1953, while profits of over $50.00 occurred In
nine years. In 1950 and 3951, profits exceeded $110,00 per head. The return
per dollar of feed cost was $1.72, also the highest of all 17 programs, while
the return per dollar of total cost reached almost 22 percent. The daily ra-
tion for Program HI included 13.7 pounds of grain, 41.6 pounds of silage and
protein. The feeding period began in November and lasted for 150 days. The
steers graded mostly choice at the start of the feeding period and graded
choice to prime at the completion.
Program 17 was the final method of full fed steers studied. Program IV
began in September with good grade steers and was completed in January with
the steers grading good to choice. The steers put on a gain of 372 pounds
and produced an average profit of $26.69 per head from a daily ration of al-
most 17 pounds of grain, silage, protein and alfalfa hay. The majority of
the annual profits were above $20.00 per head with the largest profit being
$104.23 in 1948. Losses also appeared in four years, the greatest loss being
$16.00 in 1934. The return per dollar of feed cost and the return per dollar
of totf.1 cost were *1.50 and .1610, respectively.
When reviewing all 17 programs of full fed steers, Program III of the
heavier weights produced the greatest average annual profit. This figure was
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$37.75. The steers in Program HI were fed a very heavy silage ration along
with moderate amount of grain. Since these 3teers weighed well over 300
pounds at the start, they could utilize the heavier roughage ration better
than steers of lighter weight. The second largest profit came from Program D
of the lighter weights. This group of steers produced an average profit of
$37.4.8 from a daily ration of 14 pounds of grain and about seven pounds of
alfalfa. The third highest return, §37.£L, was produced by Program II, again
of the heavier weight steers. Frogram II was similar to Program III above as
far as daily ration and beginning weights were concerned.
In determining which program was superior relative to annual profits, it
was found that Program C was superior to all other programs. During six years,
Program C produced the greatest amount of profit of the 17 programs studied.
However, the average annual profit realized from Program C was only $27.36,
some $10.00 less than the profit produced by Program III. Following Program
C was Program II which was superior in five years. Programs III and 2A were
superior in four years each, while Programs D and 21 were superior in three
years. Programs A, 15 » and 17 were superior in two years.
When considering only the steers of heavier weights, Program III was
superior in nine years, followed by Program II with seven years and Program 2A
with 3ix superior years.
Program C was superior in 10 years when the lighter weight steers were
considered. Program D was superior in nine years, Programs 21 and A were
superior in five years, and Program 19 was superior in two years.
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Pu31 Fed Heifers
Pull feeding heifers is similar to the full feeding of steers except
that heifers are normally fed for a shorter period of time for a lighter
weight than steers. Since heifers can usually be purchased cheaper than
steers, the capital input per head is lower, and since they are not fed as
long as steers, the turnover is more rapid.
Sixteen different programs were studied using different lengths of feed-
ing periods, different beginning weights and various quantities of feed. Most
of the programs were initiated in April and May except Programs F and G,
which began in November. The heifers used were of good to choice grades in
most cases. Eight programs were budgeted for heifers under 600 pounds as
well as eight programs utilizing heifers weighing over 600 pounds. The re-
sults of full feeding heifers are found in Tables 20, 21, 22 and 23.
The heifers studied in Program E graded good and weighed 543 pounds at
the onset of the program. They were fed 12 pounds of grain besides prairie
hay and protein in the daily ration. Feeding began in July and continued
until December when the heifers graded good to choice and weighed 834. pounds.
Program E produced an average profit of $17.40 per head while the return per
dollar of feed cost and the return per dollar of total cost were $1.43 and
.1626, resoectively. Negative returns occurred in four years with the great-
est loss, $7.IS, appearing in 1937. Most of the returns occurred in the zero
to twenty-dollar-range while returns of above $50.00 were realized in two
years.
Program F was a lengthy feeding period, lasting 208 days, beginning in
November and ending the following June. The heifers in Program F were of good
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to choice grades weighing 336 pounds at the start. The heifers gained 364
pounds during the feeding period and graded mostly choice at the end. The
average profit realized from the program was §14.93 per head with negative
returns occurring in five years and returns of above $50*00 per head in two
years. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.31 and the return per dollar
of total cost was .1467. The heifers were fed nine pounds of grain daily in
addition to silage, protein, alfalfa and prairie hay.
The full fed heifers in Program G were fed 9.5 pounds of grain per day
along with silage, protein, alfalfa and prairie hay. Program G was also a
long feeding program continuing for 203 days. The profit realised was $18.27
per head with the majority of the profit figures falling in the ten to fifty-
dollar-range. This area accounted for 17 years of the 31 years under consid-
eration. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.35 and the return per
dollar oi total cost was .1565. The heifers graded good to choice and weighed
467 pounds at the start of the feeding period. At the conclusion, they
weighed 362 pounds and also graded good to choice.
Program H lasted one-half as long as Programs F and G above. The heifers
graded good in April at the start and mostly good with a few head grading
choice in July, A gain of 202 pounds was realized from the feeding of 12
pounds of grain daily along with alfalfa hay, prairie hay, silage and protein.
The profit realized was $13.27 per head while the returns per dollar of feed
cost and the returns per dollar of total cost were $1.40 and .114/6, respec-
tively. Negative profit occurred in six years with the largest loss, $9*04,
appearing in 1936. The largest return was almost $30.00 in 1943.
The daily ration fed to Program 7 included 13 pounds of grain and 7.5
pounds of alfalfa hay. After 154 days in the feed lot, the heifers weighed
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807 pounds and graded good to choice. The return above feed and animal cost
was $12.05, the fourth lowest of the 16 full feeding heifer programs studied.
Negative returns occurred in six years with the greatest loss appearing in
1934.. Returns from zero to $20.00 were realized in 18 years. The return per
dollar of feed cost was $1.33 and the return per dollar of total cost was
.1145.
The heifers in Program 8 received a daily ration of 14 pounds of grain
and six pounds of alfalfa hay. Heifers of good to choice grades weighing 510
pounds were used in the program which began in May and continued through
October. At the completion of the feeding period the heifers weighed 815
pounds and graded good to choice. Profit realized per head was $16.43 while
the returns per dollar of feed cost and the returns per dollar of total cost
were $1.4.0 and .1517, respectively. Returns from $10.00 to $50.00 were rea-
lized during 20 years.
Heifers of good to choice grades weighing 515 pounds were used in Pro-
gram 9. The full feeding ration included 15 pounds of grain and five pounds
of alfalfa hay daily. The profit realized after 154- days of feeding was
$25.86 per head, which was the second largest return of the 16 programs stud-
ied. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.62 and the return per dollar
of total cost was .2350. Returns were negative for five years while returns
of above $50.00 appeared in four years. The largest return was $86.87 in 1948
and the greatest loss was $7.49 in 1925.
Program 10 completes the study of lighter weight full fed heifers. The
heifers in this program graded good to choice and weighed 518 pounds at the
start. By October, they graded mostly choice and had gained 315 pounds. The
daily ration consisted of 13 pounds of grain and 7.5 pounds of alfalfa hay.
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The average profit realized was $21.73 per head while the return per dollar of
feed cost was $1,55 and the return per dollar of total cost was .2012.
The heifers that were full fed in the programs to follow are of heavier
weights. Programs 3 through 6 utilized heifers weighing approximately 640
pounds and grading good to choice at the beginning of the feeding program,
which continued for 91 days. The heifers in Program 3 were fed 11.4. pounds
of grain and 11.5 pounds of alfalfa hay per day. This method of full feeding
produced an average return of $6.90 per head for the poorest return of all 16
programs. This return is probably due to the rather high roughage to grain
ratio used. Negative returns occurred in 10 years with the greatest lo»g
being $10.32 in 1943. Profits were either negative or below $2C.OO per head
in 29 years. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1*27 while the return
per dollar of total cost was .0627.
Fourteen pounds of grain and six pounds of alfalfa hay made up the daily
ration fed to the heifers in Program 4. At the completion of the feeding, the
heifers graded good to choice and weighed 818 pounds for a gain of 179 pounds.
The average profit realized was $13.96 per head with negative profit occurring
in only four years. Jtost of the returns fell in the range of zero to $20.00
per head. In 194-8, the largest profit of nearly $70.00 per head was realized.
The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.53 and the return per dollar of
total cost was .1255*
The profit resulting from Program 5 was $18.61 per head. The heifers
gained 2.13 pounds and graded mostly choice at the completion of the feeding
program in August. The daily ration included almost 16 pounds of grain and
5.6 pounds of alfalfa hay. Negative returns appeared in three years while most
of the returns fell in the ten to fifty-dollar-range. The returns per dollar
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of feed cost was $1.64 while the returns per dollar of total cost waa
.1642.
The heifers in Program 6 received a daily ration of 12 pounds of grain
and eight pounds of alfalfa hay. At the end of the feeding period, th«
heifers weighed 800 pounds and graded mostly good. The profit per head on
the average was only $10.10, with negative profit appearing in six years.
The largest loss was $8.21 in 1943 while the greatest profit was $57.56 in
1948. During 19 years, profits fell within the range of zero to $20.00 per
head. The return per dollar of feed cost and the return per dollar of total
cost were $1.42 and .0929, respectively.
Programs 11 through 14 contained heifers weighing approximately 710
pounds at the beginning of the 125 day feeding period. At that time, the
heifers graded good to choice. The heifers in Program H received a daily
ration of 13.3 pounds of grain and 13.3 pounds of alfalfa hay. By Septem-
ber, the full led heifers weighed 987 pounds and graded mostly choice. The
average profit realized from Program 11 was $22.92 per head with returns of
over $50,00 occurring in four years. The greatest return was $95.00 occur-
ring in 1948. Most of the returns fell in the ten to fifty-dollar-range.
The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.60 while the return per dollar of
total cost was ,1735»
Program 12 returned the largest profit of the 16 full feeding heifer pro-
grams studied. Profit averaged almost $26.00 per head. The heifers in Pro-
gram 12 were fed a daily ration of 16.8 pounds of grain and 5.9 pounds of
alfalfa hay. The feeding resulted in a 275 pound gain per heifer which graded
mostly choice at the end of feeding. The return per dollar of feed cost waa
$1.69 and the return per dollar of total cost was .1968 or almost 20 percent.
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A gain of 290 pounds was realized from Program 13. This group of heifers
received 18.3 pounds of grain and 4.2 pounds of alfalfa hay in a daily ration.
At the completion of the feeding period, the heifers weighed about 1,000
pounds and graded good to choice. The profit realized from Program 13 vas
$17.36 per head while the return per dollar of feed cost was $1.44- and the
return per dollar of total cost was .1313. Negative profit appeared in six
years with the greatest loss, $17.29, in 194-3. In three years, profits of over
$50.00 were realized, the largest return being $78.64 which occurred in 1948.
The daily ration fed to the heifers in Program 14 included 17.3 pounds of
grain and 8.2 pounds of alfalfa hay. The final weight was 995 pounds after
gaining 290 pounds during the feeding period. The heifers graded good to
choice and returned an average profit of $16.07 per head. Negative returns
appeared in seven years while most of the returns fell in the ten to fifty-
dollar-range. The return per dollar of feed cost was $1.39 and the return per
dollar of total cost was .1198, or about 12 percent.
When reviewing all 26 feeding programs, Program 12 appears to be the most
profitable. This group of heavier heifers received 17 pounds of grain and six
pounds of alfalfa hay daily. Although the heifers in thi3 group did not gain
as many pounds as other programs, they did grade better than most programs.
Program 9 produced the second largest profit on a daily feed of 15 pounds of
grain and five pounds of alfalfa hay. The heifers of group 9 were in the
lighter weight class, under 600 pounds.
To determine which program was superior relative to average profit, all
16 programs were compared as one group. In this comparison, Program 12 wao
superior in nine years, Program 9 was superior in eight years while Program Q
was superior in five years. Programs E, 5» H and 14 were superior in four,
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three, one and one years, respectively. When only the eight lighter programs
were considered, Program 9 was superior in 18 years, while Programs E and G
were superior in six years each. Program H was superior in one year. One
rather apparent characteristic of full feeding heifers was that they did not
lose as much money when returns were negative as full fed steers. This was
apparently due to the somewhat lighter rations of grain and the lower cost
of heifers.
Cow Herd
Four different methods of handling cow herds were budgeted for the
purpose of this study. All programs consist of a six month grazing period
and a six month wintering period. The only difference in this respect was
the different kinds and quantities of feed fed during the wintering period.
The total feed fed was calculated on a per calf basis to allow far cows
not producing a calf and for bulls. The factor used was 1.10, The product
of the cow was the selling value of a good to choice A25 pound calf at
weaning time in November. The returns from the cow herds are presented in
Table 2A.
The cows under Program A received a wintering ration of alfalfa hay,
prairie hay and a small amount of grain. Due to the grain, this method was
more costly and produced the smallest return above feed cost. The average
profit was $22.10 with negative returns occurring during five years. The
greatest loss was $18.33 in 1934- while the largest profit was $105.70 in
1950. The majority of the returns fell in the ten to fifty-dollar-range.
The return per dollar of total feed cost was .5189.
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The feed ration of Program B of the cow herd was composed of prairie hay
and a protein supplement. Due to the prairie hay in the ration, the return
or profit for this group was not large. The figure was $24-38. Negative re-
turns appeared in three years while returns of above $50.00 occurred in four
years. The largest return was $103.44 ia 1950 while the smallest return was
a negative $11.58 in 1934. The return per dollar of total feed cost was
.6047.
Program C received a ration of alfalfa hay and silage. This particular
program was used in budgeting the returns from the cow herd-creep fed calves
as it was assumed that this method of handling was more typical for Northeast
Kansas. The average annual return per cow was $25.26 with the greatest re-
turn appearing in 1950. The most negative return was $16.45 in 1934. Nega-
tive returns occurred in four years while profits of above $20,00 occurred in
15 years. The return per dollar of total feed cost was •64.O5.
Program D returned the largest return which was $26.98 per cow. The cows
in this program received a ration of silage, prairie hay and protein. Nega-
tive returns occurred in only two years, 1934 and 1936. The largest loss was
$11.67 In 1934. Returns of above $20.00 appeared in 16 years with the largest
return occurring in 1950 when the figure exceeded $113.00 per cow. Since the
average annual profit was highest of the four cow herd systems budgeted, so
was the return per dollar of total feed cost. The figure was .7155.
Program D appears to be the most profitable method of handling cow herds
as tha average annual profit is the largest of the cow herds studied. When
all four programs are reviewed to determine the most superior program relative
to profit, Program D was found to be superior in 22 years. Program C was
superior in five years, Program B was superior in four years while Program A
was never superior.
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Cow Herd - Creep Fed Calves
Producing creep fed calves is an intensive system of producing beef. It
is well adapted to areas where some grain and pasture are available. It ap-
pears that this system can be profitably used where herds are small and the
cost of keeping cows is relatively high. Creep fed calves are normally sold
at about 12 to U months of age weighing between 800 and 900 pounds. Three
systems were studied using spring calves while eight systems were studied
using fall calves. Usually the fall calves are fed for a longer period of
time. Of the 11 systems studied, four systens were not creep fed, but were
full fed after weaning. Of the seven actual creep feeding programs, dif-
ferent levels of creep feeding and different combinations of feeds fed during
creep feeding were studied. Also, included in the cost of creep feeding was
the cost of the cow feed times 1.10 to allow for the cost of feeding cows not
producing a oalf and bulls.
The cows were fed 2.4.8 tons of silage and 1.10 tons of alfalfa in addi-
tion to six months of pasture annually. In all of the programs studied, the
cost of pasture for the calves before weaning was included in the total feed
cost. All cost and return figures to follow are per calf rather than being
separated as to sex. The feed costs and the returns for the cow herd are
presented in Table 24. while the returns for the cow herd-creep fed calf sys-
tems are shown in Tables 25, 26, 27 and 28.
Programs a, b and c are spring reared calves and of these systems, Pro-
gram e was not handled as a creep feeding program. The calves in Program a
were fed I.64. pounds of grain per day during the creep feeding phase. Fol-
lowing the creep feeding phase and during the fattening phase, the calves
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received almost 13 pounds of grain, 18 pounds of silage, protein, ground al-
falfa and alfalfa hay as a daily ration. The calves were born in April and
fed for 376 days. At this time, they weighed 857 pounds and graded mostly
choice with a few head grading prime. After all feed costs, including the
cost of cow feed, were taken from the selling value of the calf, an average
annual profit of $37.20 remained. During the 31-year period studied, nega-
tive returns occurred in three years while returns of above 150.00 were rea-
lized in seven years. Returns of above $20.00 occurred in 21 years. The
largest loss was $33. $3 in 1934 while the largest return was $151.37 in 1951.
The return per dollar of total feed cost was .3729 or approximately 37 per-
cent.
Program b differed from Program a in that the daily ration for Program b
included one-fourth pound of protein along with 1.2A pounds of grain. During
the fattening phase, the daily ration contained almost 13 pounds of grain,
slightly over 18 pounds of silage, protein, ground alfalfa and alfalfa hay.
After 377 days of feeding, the calves weighed 880 pounds and again graded
mostly choice and partially prime. The average annual return above feed cost
was $41.02 or about $4-00 greater than the profit realized from Program a.
Returns above $20.00 occurred in 24 years with negative returns appearing in
three years. The greatest return was $160.19 in 1951 while the largest loss
was $32.23 in 1934.. The return per dollar of total feed cost was .4091, or
about 41 percent.
No feed was fed while the calves of Program c were on the cows. After
weaning the calves were fed 12.6 pounds of grain, 13.75 pounds of silage,
protein and ground alfalfa as a daily ration. Since this group of calves were
not fed as a creep fed system, they were fed longer during the fattening
aphase. When the calves vere 13 months old, they weighed 963 pounds and graded
mostly choice and partially good. The average annual profit realized from
Program c was $33.00 which is ahove the return produced by Program a and
below the return produced by Program b. Profits were negative in three years
with the largest loss being $33.01 in 1934. The largest return was $154.15
occurring in 1951. This was one of seven years when profits exceeded $50.00
per head. The return per dollar of total feed cost was ,3899.
The following creep fed programs utilize fall calves rather than spring
calves as in Programs a, b and c. Program d had a creep fed ration of 4*13
pounds of grain per day. During the fattening phase, a daily ration of
slightly more than 11 pounds of grain, 24 pounds of silage, protein and al-
falfa hay were fed. After 288 days of creep feeding and 112 days of fatten-
ing the calves weighed 895 pounds and graded 75 percent choice and 25 percent
good. They were sold in October, a date which was somewhat earlier than the
spring calves were sold. Program d produced an average annual profit of
$49.99 per head with losses appearing in three years. The greatest loss was
$24.45 occurring in 1934. The largest profit occurred in 1948 when profits
were slightly more than $157.00 per head. Profits of over $20.00 were ex-
perienced in 24 years with profit exceeding $150.00 in three years. The
return per dollar of total feed cost was over 52 percent.
The calves in Program e were fed a daily ration of 3.16 pounds of grain
and .65 pounds of protein during the creep feeding phase. Later, in the
fattening phase, they were fed 11.3 pounds of grain, 22.9 pounds of silage,
protein and alfalfa hay as a daily ration. At the end of the feeding in
October the calves weighed 870 pounds and graded about two-thirds choice and
one-third good. The 395 day feeding period produced an average annual profit
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of $43.83 per head. Profit exceeded $50.00 in nine years while losses were
recorded during three years. The largest return was $152.37, in 194-8, while
the return per dollar of total feed cost was .4521.
No feed was fed during the normal creep feeding period in Program f as
was found in Program c above. let this program produced the greatest return
of the 11 programs studied. After the calves were weaned, a feeding program
began which continued for 155 days. The daily ration consisted of 11 pounds
of grain, 25 pounds of silage, protein and alfalfa hay. At the end of the
fattening phase in December, the animals weighed 885 pounds and graded
choice. The average profit was $59.04. per head. Only once did a loss occur
and that was $12.07 in 1934. At the other extreme, the greatest return was
$190.54. in 1950. Returns of above $50.00 occurred in 14 years while returns
of above $100.00 per head were realized in six years. The return per dollar
of total feed cost was also very high, slightly over 66 percent.
Program g was a normal creep feeding program having a daily ration of
four pounds of grain for the creep feeding period. During the fattening
period, 14. pounds of grain, four pounds of ground alfalfa and slightly more
than five pounds of silage were fed daily. After 278 days of creep feeding
and 110 days of fattening, the animals weighed 821 pounds and graded mostly
choice with a few head grading good and prime. The average annual profit was
$47.26 per head while the return per dollar of total feed cost was .5088.
Losses were recorded during three years with the largest loss, $22.83, in
1934. The greatest return was realized in 1948 and was $162.88. Profit ex-
ceeded $50.00 per head in 11 years.
Program h was similar to Programs c and f above in that no feed was fed
before weaning. A daily ration of 12 pounds of grain, nine pounds of silage
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and four pounds of ground alfalfa were fed during the 148 days of the fattening
phase. By December the animals weighed 824 pounds and graded mostly choice.
As in Program e above, a loss was recorded in only one year, this loss being
$14.73 in 1934. However, returns of above $50.00 occurred in only nine years
as compared to U years in Program f. The average annual profit was $49.70
while the return per dollar of total feed cost was 60 percent.
For creep feeding Program i, a daily ration of 3.66 pounds of grain was
fed during the feeding period which continued for 284 days. During the 121
day fattening period, a daily ration of 13 pounds of grain, 11 pounds of
silage and protein were fed. By November, the steers and heifers graded 73
percent choice and 27 percent good and weighed 850 pounds. The resulting
average annual profit was $40.76 per head and the return per dollar of total
feed cost was .4180. Losses occurred in four years with the greatest loss,
$27.60, appearing, as for the other alternatives, in 1934. At the other
extreme, the largest profit was $145.87 in 1950. Profits exceeded $100.00
in four years and $50.00 in nine years.
The creep feeding ration of Program J included 3.13 pounds of grain and
J&4 pounds of protein daily. The creep feeding period lasted for 282 days
and was followed by a fattening period of 121 days. The daily ration fed
during the fattening phase was composed of 13 pounds of grain, 17 pounds of
silage, and protein. By November, the animals of Program j weighed 870
pounds and graded three-fourths choice and one-fourth good. The profit rea-
lized from this group was $41.14 per head. Losses appeared in four years and
profits of above $50.00 occurred in nine years. The return per dollar of
total feed cost was .4035 or almost 41 percent.
Program k produced the second largest return of 11 programs of creep
feeding studied. Again, as in Programs c, f and h above, no feed was fed
until after the calves were weaned. During the fattening period, the calves
in Program k were fed a daily ration of 12.57 pounds of grain, 21.61 pounds
of silage, and 1.38 pounds of protein. After 121 days of feeding the ani-
mals weighed 841 pounds which was only slightly less than the weights of
animals from creep feeding Programs i and J. The animals graded 58 percent
choice and 42 percent good and yet produced an average annual profit of $51.41
per head. Even though this group did not grade as high as other groups, the
low cost of feed apparently accounted for the difference in profit. As in
Programs f and h above, losses occurred in only one year, the loss being
$17.21 in 1934. Returns of above $50.00 were recorded in 24 years while re-
turns of above $100.00 appeared in four years. The largest return was $160.15
in 1950. The return per dollar of total feed cost was 63 percent.
Program f appears to have been the most profitable method of feeding
calves during the period 1925 to 1955. Program f is a non-creep fed system
in which the calves received no feed other than milk and pasture until
weaning. The second most profitable program was system k, which was also a
non-creep fed system. This would seem to indicate that the feed fed was
better utilized when the calves were older. Also in most cases, the feed
cost was lower for non-creep fed animals than for creep fed animals.
When all 11 programs were reviewed to ascertain the most superior program
relative to profits, Program f was found to be superior in 23 years. Programs
b and g were superior in four years each, while none of the remaining program*
were superior. When the non-creep fed systems were omitted, Program d was
superior during 16 years, Program b was superior in seven years, Program g was
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superior In six years while Program J waa superior in two years. Program d
of the creep fed systems received a daily ration of over four pounds of grain
during the creeping phase. Omitting the spring raised calves of Programs a,
b and c and considering the remaining eight programs, Program f was again the
most profitable program, having been superior in 26 years.
Summary
This study was concerned with the production of beef cattle in Northeast
Kansas and an attempt to determine the most profitable beef feeding prograii
for that area. The study was of time series nature, covering a period from
1925 to 1955. The budgeting process was used to determine annual costs and
returns for the various beef cattle feeding program*.
As Indicated in Table 29, the cow herd-creep fed calves consistently
returned the largest profit per head. However, this may be somewhat erroneous
since no charge was included for the replacement of the cow. Of the remaining
systems, full fed steers of lighter weights appeared to be the most profitable,
with an average annual return of over $30.00 in most cases. The returns of
the heavier full fed steers appear to be more erratic, especially for certain
rations. However, this group also produced large returns.
Deferred fed steers also produced an average annual profit of over $30.00
per head. However, the profit was still somewhat lower than for full fed
steers of lighter weights. One rather striking characteristic of deferred fed
steers was the low loss figure as compared to the rather large loss figure of
the full fed steers and creep fed calves. This characteristic was also ap-
parent in the full feeding of heifers, in that they did not usually lose as
much money as the full fed steers or creep fed calves, but neither did they
return as great an average profit as full fed steers.
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Wintered and grazed steers produced a rather moderate profit figure but
appeared to have the highest return per dollar of feed cost. This was appar-
ently due to the low cost gains from pasture. Wintered steers also produced
a rather large return per dollar of feed co3t even though the profit from
this group was among the lowest. This was probably due to the rather low cost
of feeds used in wintering.
In comparing the various systems in regard to returns per dollar of to-
tal cost, the creep fed calves produced the greatest return. The returns
varied from 33 percent up to 66 percent which was greater by far than the
returns of any of the other systems. Following the creep fed calves, the
lighter weight full fed steers returned the next greatest return per dollar
of total cost. Following the creep fed calves and full fed steers were de-
ferred fed steers and wintered and grazed steers.
Based on the findings of this 3tudy it can be assumed that creep fed
calves, full fed steers of lighter weight, and deferred fed steers were the
most profitable beef feeding programs during the period of 1925 to 1955. It
is not necessarily implied that these particular feeding programs would be
the most profitable at the present time or in the future.
Findings have indicated that creep fed calves, full fed steers of lighter
weights and deferred fed steers have in the past been most profitable. How-
ever, due to the lack of complete information concerning beginning and ending
grades, large discrepancies in profits could be apparent which could possibly
cause a considerable shift in the findings.
Another limitation involved in this study concerned the returns of the
cow herd-creep fed calves as not all of the actual costs were included due to
a lack of information.
U7
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Table 1. Feed fed, costs and returns for wintering steers B, C, D and E.
: B : D : C : E
Program and no. days
: (1U7) I (133) : (12U) : (121*)
Numoer head 10 1*7 1*0 UO
Daily .Ration; (lbs.) silage — 29.51* 38.88 30.31
Prairie hay 12.11 — ~ —






Cottonseed meal «• — 1.25 —
Soybean oil meal 1.00 1.00 — —
Total Feed: silage (tons) — 1.97 2.30 1.77
Prairie hay (tons) .89 — — —
—
Ground alfalfa (tons) — — — .31
Kilo (bu.) _ 9.1*1 3.88 3.88
Cottonseed meal (c*»t.) — — 1.55 —
Soybean oil meal (curt..) 1.1*7 1.3U — —
Value of Feed: ($) silage — 8.76 10.21; 7.88
Prairie hay 8.51 — — -—
Ground alfalfa __ ~ — 5.io
Total roughage 8.91 8.76 10.21* 12.98
Kilo __ 8.11 3.31* 3.31*
Total grain — 8.11 3.31* 3.31*
Cottonseed meal — MOM U.66 —
Soybean oil meal 1*.59 U.18 — —
Salt and minerals __ .12 — —
Total commercial feed 1*.59 U.30 1*.66 —
Total all feed 13.50 21.17 18.21* 16.32
Beg. oh.: wt. (lbs.) 521 1*22 1*85 1*36
Grade (%) 50 Ch, 50 Ch, 50 Ch, 50 Ch,
50 Gd 50 Gd 50 Gd 50 Gd
Price ($/cwt «> m0 ») 15.58, 15.58, 15.58, 15.58,
Nov. Nov. Nov. Nov.
Cost animal ($) 81.19 65.68 75.62 75.66
Cost animal, feed ($) 9U.69 86.85 93.86 91.98
End. ph.: wt. (lbs.) 653 660 682 701
Grade {%) 100 Ch 100 Ch 50 Ch, 50 Gd 50 Ch, 50 Gd




Value animal (!) 105..65 10l*.l*7 107.38
Gain (lbs.) 132 238 197 215
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 10.23 8.88 9.27 7.58
Value-cost anLnal ($) 23. 3U 39.97 28.85 31.72
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 18.75 35.67 2U.19 —
Value-c-c-value grain (f) — 27.56 20.85 28.38
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 9.81* 18.80 10.61 15.1*0
Tabla 1, (conc'l.)
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Program and no. days
\ (lg?) \ {1}}) \ (l2]|) j (12
'
u)
No. years returns negative 7 1 6 6
" " " 3 - $10 9 10 13 7
" " $10 - §20 10 6 8 11
$20 - $50 1* li 3 5
above $50 1 3 1 2
Returns/? feed cost 1.73 1.89 1.58 l.9h
Returns/S total cost .1039 .2165 .1130 .167U
Table 2. Feed fed, costs and returns for wintered and grazed steers, A,
31 head.
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Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 26.35 __
Soybean oil meal 1.00 _ _
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.92 __ 1.92
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 1.1*7 — 1.U7
Value of Feed: (£) silage 8.55 — 8.55
Pasture — 7.82 7.82
Total roughage 8.55 7.82 16.37
Soybean oil meal i*.60 mm 1*.60
Salt and minerals
.19 mm .19
Total commercial feed u.79 —_ 1*.79
Total all feed 13.31* 7.82 21.16
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 1*12 P-9 1*12
Grade {%) 100 Gd 100 Gd __
Price (§/cwt., mo.) 15.1*6, Dec. lu.86, May __
Cost animal ($) 63.78 78.68 63.78
Cost animal, feed ($) 77.12 86.50 8u.9l*
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 529 777 777
Grade (%) 100 Gd 100 Gd __
Price (fe/cwt., mo.) Hi. 86, Mey 13.75, Oct. __
Value animal ($) 78.61* 106.79 106.79
Gain (lbs.) 117 21*8 365
Feed cost/cwt. gain (§) 11.1*5 3.16 5.81
Value-cost animal (#) 11*. 86 28.11 1*3.01
Value-c-value comm. feed (&) 10.07 M 38.22
Value-c-g-value rough. ($) 1.52 20.29 21.85
No. years returns negative Ik 3 7
" » '» $ - $10 12 9 2
» » $10 - $20 It 7 7
• $20 - $50 1 9 9
11 above $50 3 5




Taole 3. Feed fed, costs and returns for wintered and grazed steers, C, 1
30 head.
: Winter : Graze : Total
Phase and no. days
: (1U7) 1 (151) : (298)
Daily Ration: (lbs.)
Prairie hay 12.29 — —
Hilo 2.00 — —
Soybean oil meal 1.00 — —
Total Feed:
Prairie hay (tons) .81 — .81
Milo (bu.) 5.25 — 5.25
Soyoean oil meal (cwt.) 1.U7 — 1.U7
Value of Feed: ($)
Prairie hay 8.08 — 8.08
Pasture _„ 7.82 7.82
Total roughage 8.08 7.82 15.90
Milo U.53 — U.53
Total grain U.53 _~ U.53
Soybean oil meal U.60 — U.60
Salt and minerals .12 — .12
Total commercial feed U.72 — U.72
Total all feed 17.33 7.82 25.15
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) Ul3 589 U13
Grade U) 100 Gd 100 Gd —
Price (Vcwt., mo.) 15.U8, Dec. lU.87, May ~
Cost animal ($) 6U.00 87.51 6U.00
Cost animal, feed ($) 81.33 95.33 89.15
i£nd. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 589 806 806
Grade {%) 100 Gd 100 Gd <—
Price («/cwt., mo.) lU.87, May 13.75, Oct. ~




Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 9.88 3.59 6.U0
Value-cost animal ($) 23.51 23.36 U6.87
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 18.79 _~ U2.15
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 111. 26 _.. 37.62
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 6.18 15.5U 21.72
No. years returns negative 8 U 7
•» » $ - $10 15 9 U
» «» « $10 - $20 U 10 7
« " « $20 - $5o U 6 8
» * " above $50 2 5
Returns/* feed cost 1.36 2.99 1.86
Returns/^ total cost .0760 .0163 .2U36
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Table U. Feed fed, costs and returns Tor wintered and grazed steers, D,
30 head.









Prairie hay 10.98 — —
Milo U.oo — —
Soybean oil meal 1.00 — —
Total Feed:
Prairie hay (tons; .75 — .75
Milo (bu.) io.5i — io.5i
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 1«U7 — 1.U7
Value of reed: ($)




Total roughage 7.U6 7.82 15.28
Milo 9.06 — 9.06
Total grain 9.06 — 9.06
Soybean oil meal U.60 — 4.60
Salt and minerals .09 — .09
Total commercial feed U.69 — ii.69
Total all feed 21.21 7.82 29.03
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) ink 633 Ul4
Grade U) 100 Gd 100 Gd —
—
Price (i/cwt., mo.) 15.U6, Dec. Hi.87, May —
Cost animal {%) 63.96 94.10 63.96
Cost animal, feed (#) 85.17 101.92 92.99
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 633 827 82?
Grade {%) 100 Gd 1J0 Gd —
Price (3/cwt., mo.) Hi.87, May 13.75, Oct. —
Value animal ($) 94.10 113.76 113.76
Gain (lbs.) 219 19U 413
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 9.67 U.02 7.02
Value-cost animal ($) 30.14 19.66 49.80
Value-c-value comm. feed (4) 25.U5 M U5.ll
Value-c-c-value grain (&) 16.39 __ 36.05
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 6.93 11.8U 20.77
No. years returns negative 8 7 7
" " $ - $10 9 10 4
» » " $10 - #20 10 8 8
» »' " $20 - $5o h h 7
:..•« « above $50 2 5
Returns/^ feed cost 1.U2 2.51 1.72
Returns/$ total cost .1048 .1162 .2234
•
*Table 5. Feed fed, costs and returns for wintered and grazed steers, G,
19 head.
: iVinter : Graze : Total
Phase and no. days
: (1U5) s (132) » (277)
Daily Ration: (lbs.)
Prairie hay 12.38 —
•
mm
Soyoean oil meal 1.00 -- —""
Total Feed:
Prairie hay (tons) .90 — .90
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 1.U& — 1.U5
Value of Feed: ($)
Prairie hay 8.99 — 8.99
Pasture — 7.82 7.82
Total roughage 8.99 7.82 16.81
t —' -^
Soyoean oil meal U.53 — U.53
Salt and minerals .12 — .12
Total commercial feed U.65 — U.65
Total all feed 13.61* 7.82 21.1*6
Beg. ph.: at., (lbs.) U36 577 1*36
Grade U) 20 Ch, 80 Gd 20 Ch, 80 Gd —
Price (ft/curt., mo.) 15.U6, Dec. 15.12, May —
Cost animal ($) 67.35 87.28 67.35
Cost animal, feed ($) 80.99 95.10 38.81
End, ph.: wt., (lbs.) 577 782 782
Grade (%) 20 Ch, 80 Gd 20 Ch, 80 Gd ~
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15.12, May Ik. 22, Sept. —
Value animal (&) 87.28 111.13 111.13
Gain (lbs.) iia 205 31*6
Feed cost/cwt. gain (§) 9.6U 3.78 6.20
Value-cost animal ($) 19.93 23.85 1*3.78
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 15.28 — 39.13
Value-c-c-value grain ($) — — —
Value-c-c-g-value rough. (&) 6.29 16.03 22.32
No. years returns negative 9 2 5
n n it $ o - $10 13 11 5
« $10 - $20 5 10 8
1 n n $20 - $50 h 6 9
" » » above #50 2 1*
Returns/$ feed cost 1.1*6 3.05 2. Oil
Returns/^ total cost .0775 .mil .2512
Table 6. Feed fed, costs and returns for wintered and full fed steers, E,
5 head.
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: Winter : Full Feed Total
Phase and no. days
t (1U0) : (169) i (309)
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 22.57 mm, mmmm
Alfalfa hay mm 1.78 ~
Prairie hay — 3.26 —
Milo U.oo U.lk —
Soybean oil meal 1.00 1.00 —
Total Feedi silage (tons) 1.58 __ 1.50
Alfalfa hay (tons) — .15 .15
Prairie hay (tons) — .28 .28
Milo (bu.) 10.00 1*7.50 57.50
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 1.1*0 1.69 3.09
Value of Feed: ($) silage 7.02 — 7.02
Alfalfa hay — 2.21 2.21
Prairie hay ~ 2.7* 2.76
Total rou.hage 7.02 U.97 11.99
Milo 8.62 1*0.95 1*9.57
Total fJrain 8.62 1*0.95 1*9.57
Soybean oil meal U.38 5.28 9.66
Salt and minerals .28 — .28
Total commercial feed U.66 5.28 9.91*
Total all feed 20.30 51.20 71.50
Beg. ph.: vrt,., (lbs.) 336 577 336
Grade {%) 50 Ch, 50 Gd 100 Ch ~
Price (S/crft., mo.) 13.98, Nov. 13.89, Aor. <M
Cost animal (§) 1*6.96 80.17 1*6.96
Cost animal, feed ($) 67.26 131.37 118.1*6
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 577 919 919
Grade (/&j 100 Ch 80 Ch, 20 Gd —
Price ($/c*rt., mo.)
Value animal (&)
13.69, Apr. 16. ul, ->ept. —
80.17 11*7. ll* 11*7.11*
Gain (lbs.) aio. 31*2 583
Feed cost/cvrt. gain ($) 8.1*2 1U.97 12.26
Value-cost animal ($) 33.21 66.97 100.18
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 28.55 61.69 90.21*
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 19.93 20.71* 1*0.67
Value-c-c-g-value rough. (#) 12.91 15.77 28.68
No. years returns negative 7 7 7
» $ - $10 8 1* 2
• $10 - $20 9 10 3
n » " $20 - $50 6 7 15
" above $50 1 3 1*
Returns/* feed cost 1.61* 1.31 1.1*0
Returns/?, total cost .1919 .1200 .21*21
» 1
Taole 7. J?'eed fed, costs and returns for wintered and full fed steers, J,
5 head.
« 1inter Full Feed : Total
Phase and no. days (132) : (170) : 002)
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 28.37 ,^ . _
Alfalfa hay — 1.98 ~
Prairie hay — 6.Ui —
Corn — 11.60 —
Soyuean oil meal 1.00 1.05 —
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.87 — 1.87
Alfalfa hay (tons) mm. .17 .17
Prairie nay (tons) ~ .55 .55
Corn (bu.) — 35.21 35.21
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 1.32 1.78 3.10
Value of Feed: ($) silage 8.3U ~ 8.31*




Total roughage 8.3U 7.>6 16.30
Corn — 33.81 33.81
Total grain — 33.81 33.81
Soyoean oil meal U.13 5.58 9.71
Salt and minerals .06 ,Qh .10
Total commercial feeds U.19 5.62 9.81
Total all feed 12.53 U7.39 59.52
Beg. ph.: wt., (I03.) hkQ 587 148
Grade (^) 100 Gd 100 Gd —
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15. U6, Dec. l!i.6U, Apr. —
Cost animal ($) 69.27 85.92 69.27
Cost animal, feed ($) 81.80 133.31 129.19
End. ph.: wt., (los.) 587 920 920
Grade (%) 100 Gd U0 Gd, 60 Com mmm
Price ($/cvrt., mo.) 1U.6U, Apr. Ik.IS, Nov. ~
Value animal ( . 85.92 132. 9U 132. 9U
Gain (lbs.) 139 333 U72
Feed cost/cr-t. gain ($) 9.01 1U.23 12.69
Value-cost animal {$) 16.65 1*7.02 63.67
Value-c-value comm. feed (#) 12.1*6 Ui.uo 53.86
Value-c-c-vaiue grain (tf) ~ 7.59 20.05
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) U.12 -0.37 3.75
No. years returns negative 12 16 13
to- $10 12 8 7
» » •» $10 - $20 5 2 5
C20 - $50 2 5 5
" above $50 l
Returns/$ feed cost 1.33 .99 1.06
Returns/^ total cost
.050U -.0028 .0290
Table 8. Feed fed, costs and returns for wintered and full fed steers, K,
20 head.







Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 36.13 29.26
Ground alfalfa — 3.00 —^
Milo 1.75 12.36 —„
Cottonseed meal 1.25
.75 MM
Total Feeds silage (tons) 3.03 1.77 U.80
Ground alfalfa M
.18 .18
Milo (bu.) 5.25 26.72 31.97
Cottonseed meal (cvrt.) 2.10 .91 3.01
Value of Feed: ($) silage 13.51 7.88 21.39
Ground alfalfa — 2.99 2.99
Total roughage 13.51 10.87 2U.38
Milo U.53 23.03 27.56
Total grain U.53 23.03 27.56
Cottonseed meal 6.31 2.73 9.0U
Salt and minerals __
.03 .03
Total commercial feed 6.31 2.76 9.07
Total all feed 21^.35 36.66 61.01
Beg. Dh.s wt., (lbs.) klh 725 hlh
Grade {%) 50 Ch, 50 Gd 50 Ch, 50 Gd
Prire ($/««%• . mo.) 15. 56, Nov. 15.50, May «•*
Cost animal (
.) 73.86 112.1*2 73.86
Cost animal, feed ($) 98.21 iU9.08 13U.87
End. ph.: rut., (lbs.) 725 981 981
Grade {%) 5o Ch, 5o Gd U0 Ch, 60 Gd ^^
Price (f/twt.. mo.) 15.50, May 16.12, Sept. mtm
Value animal (#) 112 ,U2 158.17 158.16
Gain (lbs.) 251 256 507
Feed cost/cwt. gain (&) 9.66 1U.35 12.03
Value-cost animal ($) 38.56 1*5.75 6U.30
Value-c-value comm. feed (-^) 32.25 1j2.99 75.23
Value-c-c-value £;rain (§) 27.72 19.96 1*7.67
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) llr.fl 9.09 23.29
No. years returns negative 6 11 8
" « $ - $10 7 8 3
" " P $10 - §20 12 3 6
" $20 - $50 3 8 9
" above $$0 3 1 5





Table 9. Feed fed, costs and returns for deferred steers, E, 150 head.
: Winter : Graze : Full Feed : Total
Phase and no. days
: (137) : (90) i (102) i (329)
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 20.56 MM |B| ^
^
Alfalfa hay 1.55 ~ U.36 —
Prairie hay .16 —
—
1.16 —
Corn U.06 __ 12 .8U —
Milo .62 — 2.60 __
Cottonseed meal .86 — .93 —
Soybean oil meal .13 — .20 _
Total Feed: silage (tons) l.Ul — — l.Ul
Alfalfa hay (tons) .11 — .22 .33
Prairie hay (tons) .01 — .06 .07
Corn (bu.) 9.92 — 23.38 33.30
Milo (bu.) 1.52 — U.7U 6.26
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 1.18 __
.95 2.13
Soybean oil meal (c*t.) .18 mm .20 .38
Value of Feed: (§) silage 6.26 — mm 6.26
Alfalfa hay 1.56 3.27 U.83
Prairie hay .11 —
.59 .70
Pasture — 7.83 —
—
7.83
Total roughage 7.93 7.83 3.86 19.62
Corn 9.52 — 22 .U5 31.97
Milo 1.31 — U.08 5.39
Total grain 10.83 — 26.53 37.36
Cottonseed meal 3.53 ~ 2.85 6.38
Soybean oil meal
.57 — .62 1.19
Salt and minerals
.0U — .02 .06
Total commercial feed U.lU _
_
3.U9 7.63
Total all feed 22.90 7.83 33.88 6U.61
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 392.1U 6U2.2U 73U.65 392.1U
Grade (%) 50 Ch, Uo Ch, U0 Ch, mmm
50 Gd 60 Gd 60 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15.U6, 15.37, 1U.56, _
Dec. May Aug.
Cost animal ($) 60.63 98. 7U 107.00 60.63
Cost animal, feed ($) 83.53 106.57 1U0.88 125.2U
and. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 6U2 ,2U 73U.65 1003.U8 1003.U8
Grade (%) U0 Ch, U0 Ch, 38 Ch, MM
60 Gd 60 Gd 62 Gd
Price (#/cwt., mo.) 15.37, 1U.56, 15.88, MM
May Aug. Nov.
Value animal U) 98. 7U 107.00 159.U0 159.U0
Gain (lbs.) 250.10 92.Ul 268.83 611. 3U




, J inter : Graze i Full Feed : Total
Phase and no. days
• (137) : (90) : (102) : (329)
Value-cost animal ($) 38.11 8.26 52. UO 98.77
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 33.97 — U8.91 91. Ill
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 23. Ill —
—
22.38 53.78
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 15.21 .U3 18.52 3U.16
No. years returns negative It 17 2 1
"
n M $ - $10 8 10 8 3
" "
N $10 - $20 10 2 10 9
" n $20 - $50 7 2 9 10
" above $50 ' 2 2 8
Returns/^ feed cost 1.66 1.06 1.55 1.53
Returns/^ total cost .1821 .oola .1315 .2728
.Table 10. Feed fed, costs and returns for deferred steers, B, 50 head.
: Winter : Graze : Full Feed : Total
Phase and no. days
: (136) : (89) : (105) : (330)
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 19.16 w— MM __
Alfalfa hay- 1.20 — ~ —
Prairie hay- 3.96 — — —




Cottonseed meal .79 — ,9h —
Soybean oil meal .20 — .29 —
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.30 — — 1.30
Alfalfa hay (tons) .08 — — .08
Prairie hay (tons) .27 — — .27
Corn (bu.) 9.38 — 22.1*6 31.81*
Milo (bu.) 2.58 -- 7.26 9.81*
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 1.08 — ,99 2.07
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) .27 — .30 .57
Value of Feed: ($) silage 5.80 — — 5.80
Alfalfa hay 1.20 ~ — 1.20
Prairie hay 2.70 — — 2.70
Pasture — 7.82 2.61 10.1*3
Total roughage 9.70 7.82 2.61 20.13
Corn 9.01 __ 21.56 30,57
Kilo 2.22 — 6,26 8.U8
Total grain 11.23 — 27.82 39.05
Cottonseed meal 3.25 — 2,96 6,21
Soybean oil meal .85 — .9$ 1,80
Salt and minerals .06 — ,02 .08
Total commercial feed i*.l6 __ 3.93 8.09
Total all feed 25.09 7.82 31*. 36 67.27
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 372 627 723 372
Grade {.%) 50 Ch, 33 Ch, 33 Ch, —
50 Gd 67 Gd 67 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15. 1*6, 15.37, 11*. 56, —
Dec. May Aug,
Cost animal ($) 57.55 96.1*2 105.33 57.55
Cost animal, feed ($) 82.61* 101*. 2a 139.69 121*. 82
and. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 627 723 1002 1002
Grade {%) 33 Ch, 33 Ch, IS Ch, __
67 Gd 67 Gd 65 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15.37, 11*. 56, 15.80, _
May Aug. Nov.
Value animal ($) 96.U2 105.33 158. 2\x 158.21*
Gain (lbs.) 255 96 279 630
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 9.81* 8.15 12.31* 10.69
Table 10. (conc'l.)
-,,-
: //inter s Graze : Full Feed : Total
Phase and no. days (136) : (89) : (105) : (330)
Value-cost animal ($) 38.8? 8.91 52,91 100.68
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 3ii.71 — U8.98 92.59
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 23.
W
— 21.16 53.5U
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 13.78 1.09 18,55 33.U1
No. years returns negative 5 15 2 2
» $ - $10 8 12 7 2
" 1 §10 - $20 12 2 13 10
» « $20 - $5o h 2 7 10
" above $50 2 2 7
Returns/^ feed cost 1.55 l.iU L»A 1,50
Returns/! total cost .1667 .OlOli ,1328 ,2676
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Table 11. Feed fed, costs and returns for deferred heifers, A, 19 head.






Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 19.56 2.29
Alfalfa hay ~ 3.97 —..
Prairie hay 2.63 U.78 mm





Cottonseed meal J»7 __ mm
Soybean oil meal — 1.10 mm
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.36 .12 1.1*8




Corn (bu.) 2.1*7 9.12 11.59
lAllo (bu.) 2.3U 13.65 15.99
Alfalfa pellets (cwt.) 1.28 1.2*2* 2.72
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) .66 mm
.66
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) -_ l.U* l.ll*
Value of Feed: ($) silage 6.01*
.53 6.57
Alfalfa hay ~ 3.02 3.02
Prairie hay 1.82 2.1*8 1*.30
Total roughage 7.86 6.03 13.89
Corn 2.38 8.76 11.11*
Milo 2.02 11.77 13.79
Total ^rain U.Uo 20.53 21*. 93
Alfalfa pellets 2.67 3.01 5.68
Cottonseed meal 1.97 «_ 1.97
Soybean oil meal — 3.57 3.57
Salt and minerals
.09 .01 .10
Total commercial feed U.73 6.59 11.32
Total all feed 16.99 33.15 5o.il*
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 1*1*0 580 1*1*0
Grade {%) 100 Gd 100 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.98, Nov. 12.67, Apr. MM
Cost animal ($) 6i.a 73.53 61.51*
Cost animal, feed ($) '78.53 106.68 111.68
find, ph.: wt., (lbs.) 580 805 805
Grade {%) 100 Gd 2*2 Ch, 31 Gd, 27 Cm ^^
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 12.67, Apr. 15.10, Jul. ^^^
Value animal ($) 73.53 . 121.56 121.56
Gain (lbs.) 11*0 225 365
Beed cost/cwt. gain ($) 12.13 iii.75 13.71*
Value-cost animal ($) 11.99 1*8.03 60.02
Value-c-value coram, feed ($)









: Winter : Full Feed Total
PKase and no. days
: (139) : (10U) : (2ii3)
No. years returns negative 26 5 10
« $ - $10 2 9 9
" " » $10 - $20 2 10 6
« « $20 - $5o 1 6 h
above $50 1 2
Returns/0 feed cost -71 1.1*5 1.20
Returns/3 total cost -.0637 .1395 .0885
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Table 12. Feed fed, costs and returns for deferred heifers, B, 59 head.
..'inter Graze :Full Feed : Total
Phase and no, days
(155) (71) : (106) : (332)
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 20.66 MM mm __
Alfalfa hay — — .9U —
Prairie hay 2.71 — 5.69 ~
Corn 1.00 — 11.52 —
Milo .98 — 2.70 —
Cottonseed meal .68 — .60 M*
Soybean oil meal .32 — 1.02 —M
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.60 — — 1,60




Prairie hay (tons) .21 — .30 .51 *
Corn (bu.) 2.75 — 21.76 2U.51
Milo (bu.) 2.72 — 5.09 7.81
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 1.06 — .63 1.69
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) .50 ~ 1.08 1.58
Value of Feed: {$) silage 7.13 — — 7.13
Alfalfa hay — — .73 .73
Prairie hay 2.11 — 3.01 5.12
Pasture — 7.82 — 7.82
Total roughage 9.2U 7.82 3.71* 20.80
Corn 2.6U — 20.89 23.53
Milo 2.35 — li.39 6.7U
Total grain li.99 — 25.28 30.27
Cottonseed meal 3.19 — 1.91 5.10
Soyoean oil meal 1.56 — 3.37 U.93
Salt and minerals .12 — .05 .17
Total commercial feeds lu!7 — 5.33 10.20
Total all feed 19.10 7.82 3U.35 61.27
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) U35 627 703 U35
Grade {%) 50 Ch, la Ch, la ch, —
50 Gd 59 Gd 59 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.98, 13.Uli, 12.80, —
Nov. May Jul.
Cost animal ($) 60.86 8U.25 89.95 60.86
Cost animal, feed ($) 79.96 92.07 m.30 122.13
2nd. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 627 703 929 929
Grade (%) Ul Ch, la Ch, 56 Ch, 36 Gd __
59 Gd 59 Gd 8 Pr
Price ($/cwt.j mo.) 13.UU, 12.80, 15.57, _
May Jul. Oct.
Value animal ($) 8U.25 89.95 lliii.65 ihh.es
Gain (lbs.) 192 76 226 k9k
Feed cost/cvt. gain ($) 9.97 10.29 15.19 ma
Table 12. (conc'l.)
™ : Winter : Graze : Full Feed : TotalPhaco o TV-) r\r\ Hiire
(155) : (71) i (106) : (332)
Value-cost animal (#) 23.39 5.70 5u.70 63.79
Value-c-value comn. feed ($) 18.52 —
—
U9.37 73.59
Value-c-c-value jjrain (#) 13.53 —
•
2U.09 U3.32
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) U.29 -2.12 20.35 22.52
No. years returns negative 11 19 1 6
» « « $ - $10 Ik 8 6 5
" » » $10 - |»20 3 h 11 6
" $20 - 350 3 11 10
» » above $50 2 k
Returns/^ feed cost 1.22 .73 1.59 1.38
Returns/^ total cost .0537 -.0023 .1636 .1814*
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Table 13. Feed fed, costs and returns for deferred heifers, C, 30 head.
winter : Graze : Full Feed : Total
Phase and no. days
I (158) : (102) : (75) : (335)
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 19.81 «_ __ —
Alfalfa hay — — 1.9U --
-
Prairie hay 3.93 — 6.15 —
Corn — — 7.91 —
Milo -- — 5.23 —
Cottonseed neal .3U — — ~
Soybean oil meal .67 .Ui 1.58 —
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.56 — — 1.56
Airalfa hay (tons) — — .07 .07
Prairie hay (tons) .31 — .23 .5U
Corn (bu.) — — io. 5U 10.5U
Milo (bu.) — — 6.97 6.97
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) .53 _.. — .53
Soyoean oil meal (cwt.) 1.05 •Ill 1.18 2.65
Value of Feed: (#) silage 6.97 — — 6.97
Alfalfa hay — — 1.06 1.06
Prairie hay 3.11 — 2.30 5.iil
Pasture M 7.82 — 7.82




Milo __ am 6.01 6.01
Total grain am — 16.13 16.13
Cottonseed meal l.6o — 1.60
Soybean oil meal 3.29 1.30 3.70 8.29
Salt and minerals .08 — .02 .10
Total commercial feeds U.97 1.30 3.72 9.99
Total all feed 15.05 9.12 23.21 U7.38
Beg, ph.: wt., (los.) U31 570 709 U31





Price (#/cwt., mo.) 13.98, 13.U3, 12. 7U, —
Nov. hay Aug.
Cost animal ($>) 60.15 76.52 90.39 60.15
Coct animal, feed (i) 75.20 85.6U 113.60 107.53
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 570 709 855 855
Grade H) U0 Ch, k0 Ch, IiO Ch, 57 Gd am
60 Gd 60 Gd 3 Pr
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.U3, 12. 7U, lJa.93,
itajr Aug. Oct.
Value animal ($) 76.52 90.39 127.73 127.73
Table 13. (conc'l.)
1 Winter : >jraze : Full Feed : Total
r'nase ana no. uci^o (15bj : (102; : (75) (335)
Gain (lbs.) 139 139 m U2u
Feed M*t/o«U gain ($)
Value-coc;t animal ($)
10.80 6.53 15.90 11.15
16.37 13.87 37.3a 67.58
Value-c-value cocna. feed (0) 11.U0 12.57 33.62 57.59
Value-c-c-value grain ( v ) — mm 17.u9 ul.U6
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 1.32 U.75 Hwl3 20.20
No. years returns negative lit 10 2 8
it » '1 $ - $10 12 Hi 7 3
h « §10 - $20 3 3 16 8
ii « » $20 - $5o 2 k 6 7
" n " above *50 5
Returns/^ feed lost 1.09 1.52 1.61 1.U3
Returns/3 total cost .0176 .0555 .121* .1882
-Table lU. Feed fed, costs and returns for deferred heifers, D, 30 head.
f\i t i : .Vinter : Graze : Full Feed : TotalPhase and no. cays
i (158) i (7ii) : (102) : (33U)






Prairie hay U.03 —
-
5.83 —
Corn __ — 8.6U —
Milo — — 5.08 —
Cottonseed meal .314 —
-
-- —
Soybean oil raeal .67 —
—
1.56 —
Total Feed: silage (tons) 1.56 w — 1.56
Alfalfa hay (tons) i»» mm .09 .09
Prairie hay (tons) .32 mm .30 .62
Corn (bu.) __ ~ 15.70 15.70
Milo (bu.) ~ 9.2U 9.2U
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) .53 mm — .53
Soyoean oil meal (cwt.) 1.06 ~ 1.59 2.65
Value of Toed: {§) silage 6.95 — 6.95
Alfalfa hay — mm 1.39 1.39
Prairie hay 3.19 — 2.97 6.16
Pasture ~ 7.82 — 7.82
Total roughage 10.lU 7.82 U.36 22.32
Corn — M 15.08 15.08
Milo ~ mm 7.96 7.96
Total grain -- — 23. 0U 23.0U
Cottonseed meal 1.60 mm — 1.60
Soyoean oil meal 3.31 mm U.9? 8.28
Salt and minerals .07 — .03 .10
Total commercial feeds u.98 M 5.00 9.98
Total all feed 15.12 7.82 32. U0 55.3U
Beg. ph.: rrt., (lbs.) u32 586 680 U32
Grade (;6) 50 Ch, U0 Ch, U0 Ch, mm
50 Gd 60 Gd 60 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo
.) 13.98, 13.1i3, 12.79,
Nov. Hay Jul.
Cost animal ($) 60.33 78.68 86.92 60.33
Cost animal, feed (ft) 75.U5 86.50 119.32 115.67
j£nd. ph.: r;t., (lbs.) 586 680 889 889
Grade (%) U0 Ch, U0 Ch, 57 Gd, 10 Ch mm
60 Gd 60 Gd 3 Pr
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.U3, 13.79, 1U.95, __
May Jul. Oct.




: -inter : -.jfaZC • Full reed Total
Phase and no. days
I (158) : (7U) i (102) (33U)
Gain (lbs.) 151 9U 209 1*57
Feed cost/cwt. gain (§) 9.80 6.3U 15.50 12.11
Value-cost aninal (&) 18.35 8.2U 1*5.90 72.2*9
Value-c-value cosax. feed ($) 13.37 — 1*0.90 62.51
Value-c-c-vaiue grain (*) — — 17.66 39.1*7
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 3.23 0.1*2 13.50 17.15
No. years returns negative 12 16 3 10
» »' $ - $10 13 11 9 1
« » £10 - $20 3 k 12 10
•• $20 - $50 3 7 6
" above &Q h
Returns/5 feed cost 1.21 1.05 1.1*2 1.31
Returns/v total cost .01*28 .001*9 .1131 .11*82
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Table 15. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed steers, A, C and D.






10Number head 30 27
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 7.2a —
_
mm
Alfalfa hay 2.1*1* — 6.66
Prairie hay
.1*8 5.08 H
Jttlo 11. 1*9 16.19 11*.17
Cottonseed meal MB 2.00 mm
Soybean oil meal 1.37 — mm
Total Feed: silage (tons) .78 __ _«.
Alfalfa hay (tons) .26 _, .68
Prairie hay (tons)
.05 .35 __
Milo (bu.) Ui.33 39.60 51.37
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) — 2.7U
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 2.96 __ mm
Value of Feed: ($) silage 3.1*7 — —
—




Total roughage 7.86 3.1*9 9.9i*
Milo 38.22 3U.ll* 1*1*.28




Soybean oil meal 8.89 __ mm
Salt and minerals
.08 .10 .01*
Total commercial feed 8.97 8.33 .ok
Total all feed 55.05 1*5.96 5U.26
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 1*18 613 503
Grade (%) 50 Ch, 50 Gd 50 Ch, 50 Gd 100 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15.1*6, Dec. 111. 82, Jul. 13. U0, Dec.
Cost animal ($) 6U.68 90.80 67.38
Cost animal, feed ($) 119.73 136.76 121.6b
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 899 928 9h9
Grade {%) U0 Pr, 60 Ch 7 Pr, 93 Ch 10 Pr, 70 Ch, 20 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 17.38, Jul. 17.69, Dec. 16.77, Jul.
Value animal ($) 156.38 l61*.12 159.12
Gain (lbs.) 1*81 315 10*6
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 11.1*1* ll*.59 12.17
Value-cost animal (4) 91.70 73.32 91.71*
Value-c-value comm. feed (&) 82.73 61*. 99 91.70
Value-c-c-value grain ($) l*l*.5l 30.85 1*7.U2
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 36.65 27.36 37.1*8
No. years returns negative 2 2 3
" $ - $10 5 6 5
• "
n $10 - $20 2 7 1
« « $20 - $50 Ik 10 11*
* " above $50 8 6 8





Table 16. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed steers, 19 and 21.
I






Number head 10 9
Daily Ration? (lbs.)
Alfalfa hay 12.22 5.08
Milo 11.03 Ik. 29
Total Feed:
Alfalfa hay (tons) U2h .52
Milo (bu.) 39.99 51.81
Value of Feed: ($)
Alfalfa hay 18.23 7.58
Total roughage 18.23 7.58
Milo 3U.U8 UU.67
Total grain 3U.W UU.67
Salt and minerals
.05 .06
Total commercial feeds .05 .06
Total all feed 52.76 52.31
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 502 505
Grade (%) 20 Ch, 80 Gd 22 Ch, 78 Gd
Price ($/cwt., rao.) 13.65, Dec. 13.68, Dec.
Cost animal ($) 68.52 69.07
Cost animal, feed ($) 121.28 121.38
find, ph.: wt., (lbs.) 93U 933
Grade {%) 80 Ch, 20 Gd 100 Ch
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 16.60, Jul. 16.95. Jul.
Value animal ($) 155.09 158.19
Gain (lbs.) 1*32 U28
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 12.21 12.22
Value-cost animal ($) 86.57 89.12
Value-c-value comm. feed (4) 86.52 89.06
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 52.01* hh.39
Value-c-c-g-value roughage (§) 33.81 36.81
No. years returns negative k 3
" $ - $10 h 5
" " aio - #20 1
" " $20 - $50 17 Hi
M above $50 6 8




.Table 17. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed steers, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
: 10 : 16 : 17 : 18
Program and no. days
: (180) (130) : (I60;
Number head 10 10 10 10
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage Iftll 33.55 ui. 76 W.07
Barley lU.oli 9.36 h.68 —
Cottons3e d meal l.il 1.11 1.11 1.11
Total Feed: silage (tons) i.6o 3.02 3.76 a.06
Barley (bu.) 52.65 35.10 17.55 —
Cottonseed meal (curt.) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Value of Feed: ($) silage 7.1i» 13.U5 16. lh 18.06
Total roughage 7.1k 13.U5 16.71* 18.06
Barley U0.90 27.27 13.6U —
Total grain U0.90 27.27 13.6U —
Cottonseed meal 6.01 6.01 6.01 6.01
Salt and minerals .08 .08 .08 .08
Total commercial feeds 6.09 6.09 6.09 6.09
Total all feed 5U.13 U6.ll 36. U7 2u.l5
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 751 75U 760 752
Grade (*) 100 Ch 100 Ch 100 Ch 100 Ch
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 1U.77, 1U.77, 114.77, 1U.77,
Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct.
Cost animal ($) 110.92 111.36 112. 21* 111.06
Cost animal, feed (§) 165.05 158.17 11*8.71 135.21
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 1120 1077 1057 930
Grade (%) 80 Ch, 80 Ch, 100 Gd 10 Gd,
20 Gd 20 Gd 90 Com
Price (&/cwt., mo.) 17.61, 17.61, 16.37, lu.88,
Apr. Apr. Apr. Apr.
Value animal (<?) 197.21 189.6U 172.99 138.1*0
Gain (lbs.) 369 323 297 178
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 1U.67 lh.k9 12.28 13.57
Value-cost animal ($) 86.29 78.28 60.75 27.31*
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 80.20 72.19 5U.66 21.25
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 39.30 Ui.92 la.02 —
Value-c-c-g-value rough. (&) 32.16 31. U7 2U.28 3.19
No. years returns negative k 3 5 15
» $ - $10 3 h
| 5 2
"• $10 - £20 6 6 6 8
» « • $20 - $00 9 9 8 6
" " above $50 9 9 7
Returns/^ feed cost 1.59 1.67 1.67 1.13
Returns/% total cost .191*9 .1990 .1633 .0236
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Table 18. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed steers, 22, 23, 21* and 2$.
« 22 : 23 : 2\x 25
Program and no. days
(150) i (150) : (150) t (150)
Number head 10 10 10 19
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage 1*1.39 33.82 21*. 82 31.50
Alfalfa hay 2.7U 2.71a 2.7U 3.00
Milo 12.76 1U.50 17.82 17.81
Cottonseed meal l.5o i.5o 1.50 1.50
Total Feed: silage (tons) 3.10 2.51* 1.86 2.36
Alfalfa hay (tons) .21 .21 .21 .23
Milo (bu.) 31*.18 38.81* U7.73 U7.70
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25
Value of Feed: ($) silage 13.83 11.30 8.29 10.51
Alfalfa hay 3.02 3.02 3.02 3.30
Total roughage 16.85 11*. 32 11.31 13.81
Milo 29.1*6 33.U8 Ul.15 Ul.13
Total grain 29. 1*6 33.U8 la.15 1*1.13
Cottonseed meal 6.76 6.76 6.76 6.76
Salt and minerals .03 .03 .03 —
Total commercial feeds 6.79 6.79 6.79 6.76
Total all feed 53.10 Sh.$9 59.25 61.70
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 796 797 796 827
Grade {%) 100 Gd 100 Gd 100 Gd 26 Ch, 71* Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.69, 13.69, 13.69, 13.88,
Aug. Aug. Aug. Sept.
Cost animal ( v ) 109.00 109. 11* 109.00 111*. 81*
Cost animal, feed ($) 162 .10 163.73 168.25 176.51*
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 1186 1202 1239 1219
Grade (%) 20 Ch, 30 Ch, 70 Ch, 1*7 Ch, 1*7 Gd
80 Gd 70 Gd 30 Gd 6 Pr
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15.01, 15.28, 16.35, 15.53,
Jan. Jan. Jan. Feb.
Value animal ($) 178.00 183.65 202.52 189.1*2
Gain (lbs.) 390 U05 Ui3 392
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 13.62 13.U8 13.37 15.71*
Value-cost animal ($) 69.00 lk,SL 93.52 7l*.58
Value-c-value comm. feed ($) 62.21 67.72 86.73 67.82
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 32.75 3U.2U U5.58 26.69
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 15.90 19.92 3U.27 12.88
No. years returns negative 11 9 3 11
» $ - $10 5 6 h 5
» » •» $10 - $20 7 5 7 7
" » $20 - $50 3 6 10 3
" " above $50 5 5 7 5
Returns/$ feed cost 1.30 1.37 1.58 1.21
Returns/! total cost
.0981 .1217 .2037 .0730
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Table 19. Feed fed, costs and returns for :full fed steers, I, II, '.[II, and IV.
: I : II : III : IV
Program and no. days
: (110) : (150) : (150) : (11*0)
Number head 30 30 130 20
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage — 39.86 ui.55 27.28
Alfalfa hay — « ~ 2.79
Prairie hay 5.80 -- — —
Corn U.70 13.27 mm —.
Kilo 13.02 — 13.69 16.70
Cottonseed meal .67 1.50 1.50 i.5o
Soybean oil meal .97 -— — mm
Total Feed: sila e (tons) mm 2.99 3.12 1.91
Alfalfa hay (tons) — — — .20
Prairie hay (tons) .32 — mm —
.
Corn (bu.) 9.23 35.51; — —
Mllo (bu.) 25.56 —
-
36.68 Ul.75
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) ,7k 2.25 2.25 2.10
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 1.06 _ — ~
Value of Feed: ($) silage ~ 13.31 13.88 8.50
Alfalfa hay — — — 2.87
Prairie hay 3.19 — ~ —
Total roughage 3.19 13.31 13.88 11.37
Corn 8.86 3u.l3 — —
Milo 22.02 — 31.62 35.99
Total grain 30.88 3a.l3 31.62 35.99
Cottonseed meal 2.22 6.76 6.76 6.32
Soybean oil meal 3.32 — ~ mm
Salt and minerals .10 .07 .07 .02
Total commercial feed 5.6k 6.83 6.83 6.3U
Total all feed 39.71 5U.27 52.33 53.70
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 762 825 8u3 826
Grade {%) 50 Ch, 50 Gd 100 Ch 85 Ch, 15 Gd 100 Gd
Price (#/cwt., m°«) lu.69, la.7a, lu.53, 13.56,
Aug. Nov. Nov. Sept.
Cost animal ($) 111.86 121.60 122.57 111.98
Cost animal, feed ($) 151.57 175.87 17U.90 165.68
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) lQul 1190 1215 1198
Grade (%) 30 Ch, 100 Ch 72 Ch, 60 Ch,
70 Gd 28 Gd U0 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 15.65, 17.92, 17.50, 16.06,
Nov. Apr. Apr. Jan.
Value animal ($) 162.90 213.28 212.65 192.37
Gain (lbs.) 279 365 372 372
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) Ik. 23 Hi .86 lit.08 la.4u
Value-cost animal ($) 51.0U 91.68 ^0.00 60.39
V&lue-c-value comm. feed ($) liSUfl 8U.85 83.25 7U.05
Value-c-c-value grain ($) la. 52 50.72 51.63 38.06
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 11.33 37.la 37.75 26.69
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Table 19. (cone 1 !.)
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„Table 20. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed heifers, E, F, G and H.






Number head 35 3J 30 10
Daily Ration: (lbs.) silage ~ 7.68 10.98 1.78
Alfalfa hay — 1.07 1.21 1.67
Prairie hay 5.1*1* .95 1.08 3.29
Corn 3.15 9.06 9.59 12.06
Barley 8.70 — ~ —
Cottonseed meal — .85 .85 ~
Soybean oil meal 1.90 .61 .60 1.39
Total Feed: silage (tons) —
—
.80 l.ll* .09
Alfalfa hay (tons) — .11 .13 .09
Prairie hay (tons) .39 .10 .11 .17
Corn (bu.) 7.99 33.61 35.58 22. UO
Barley (bu.) 25.75 — —
.
~
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) ~ 1.76 1.76 —
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) 2.70 1.27 1.26 1.1*5
Value of Feed: ($) silage — 3.55 5.08 .1*1
Alfalfa hay — 1.63 1.85 1.28
Prairie hay 3.87 .99 1.11 1.71
Total roughage 3.87 6.17 8.0U 3.1*0
Corn 7.67 32.27 31*.16 21.51
Barley 20.00 — — —
Total jrain -— 32.27 31*.16 21.51
Cottonseed meal mm, 5.28 5.28 —
Soyoean oil meal 8.U3 3.96 3.91* l*.5i
Salt and minerals .11 .08 .08 .09
Total commercial feed 8.51* 9.32 9.30 U.60
Total all feed Uo.08 U7.76 51.50 29.51
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 51*3 386 1*67 583





Price ($/cwt., mo.) 12.31, 13.98, 13.98, 12.67,
Jul. Nov. Not. Apr.
Cost animal ($) 66.90 53.99 65.22 73.85
Cost animal, feed ($) L06.98 101.75 116.72 103.36
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) B3U 750 862 785
Grade (%) 57 Ch, 7 Pr, 86 Ch, 100 Ch 20 Ch,
1*3 Gd 7 Cou 80 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 1U.91, 15.56, 15.66, lli.68,
Dec. Jun. Jun. Jul.
Value animal U) L2U.38 116.68 131*. 99 115.20
Gain (lbs.) ;291 36U 395 202
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 13.79 13.13 13.03 11*.61
Value-cost animal ($) 57.1*8 62.69 69.77 1*1.35
Value-c-value comm. feed (£) 1*8.91* 53.37 6o.U7 36.75
Value-c-c-value grain ($) 21.27 21.10 26.31 15.21a
Value-c-c-g-value rough. ($) 17.U0 lit.9} 18.27 11.8k
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Table 20. (conc'l.)
1 E : F : Q : H
Program and no. days
(lii2) i (208) : (208) : (lOii)
No. Years returns negative h 5 5 6
» « $ - $10 8 11 7 12
w tt » $10 - $20 11 ? 8 8
» " $20 - $50 6 6 5 k
" above $50 2 2 2 1
Returns/^ feed cost 1.1*3 1.31 1.35 i.lo
Returns/C total cost .1626 .lii67 .1565 .11U6
•Table 21. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed heifers, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
• 7 : 3 | 9 : 10Program and no. days
: (15U) : (15U) I (15M : (15U)
Number head 10 10 10 10
Daily Ration: (lbs.)
Alfalfa hay 10.70 6.20 5.oo 7.50
Milo 10.30 lii.20 15.20 13.00
Total Feed:
Alfalfa hay (tons) .83 .1*8 .39 .58
Milo (bu.) 28.36 38.98 1*1.93 35.75
Value of Feed: ($)
Alfalfa hay 12.18 6.98 5.67 8.51
Total roughag6 12.18 6.98 5.67 8.51
Mile 21U5 33.71 36.15 30.82
Total grain 2U.U5 33.71 36.15 30.82
Total all feed 36.63 1*0.69 la. 82 39.33
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 518 510 515 518
Qrade {%) 25 Ch, 25 Ch, 25 Ch, 25 Ch,
75 Gd 75 Gd 75 Gd 75 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.25, 13.25, 13.25, 13.25,
May May May May
Cost animal ($) 68.65 67.58 68. 21* 68.61*
Cost animal, feed ($) 105.28 108.27 110.06 107.97
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 807 815 81*5 833
Qrade (%) 30 Ch, 60 Ch, 90 Ch, 70 Ch,
70 Gd 1*0 Gd 10 Gd 30 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) Uu5U, 15.30 16.09, 15.57,
Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct.
Value animal (#) 117.33 121*. 70 135.92 129.70
Gain (lbs.) 289 305 330 315
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 12.67 13.31* 12.67 12.1*9
Value-cost animal ($) 1*8.68 57.12 67.68 61.06
Value-c-value grain ($) 2U.23 23.1a 31.53 30.21*
Value-c-g-value rough. (#) 12.05 16. 1*3 25.86 21.73
No. years returns negative 6 5 5 5
« " |0- $10 8 1* 3 3
$10 - $20 10 11 It 9
'» $20 - $50 6 9 15 11
» above $50 1 2 1* 3
Returns/^ feed cost 1.33 1.1*0 1.62 1.55
Returns/^ total cost
.111*5 .1517 .2350 .2012
aTable 22. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed heifers, 3, 1*, 5, and 6.








Number head 10 10 10 10
Daily Nation: (lbs.)
Alfalfa hay 11.50 6.20 5.60 7.70
Corn 11.1*0 13.90 15.80 12.20
Total Feed:
Alfalfa hay (tons) .52 .33 .25 .35
Corn (bu.) i3.iifi 22.55 26.29 19.80
Value of Feed! ($)
Alfalfa hay 7.69 u.87 3.73 5.13
Total roughage 7.69 u.87 3.73 5.13
Corn 17.75 21.66 25.2h 19.02
Total grain 17.75 21.66 25.21* 19.02
Total all feed 25.1*1; 26.53 28.97 21.15
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 639 639 637 638
Grade {%) 25 Ch, 25 Ch, 25 Ch, 25 Ch,
75 Gd 75 Gd 75 Gd 75 Gd
Price U/cwt., mo.) 13.25, 13.25, 13.25, 13.25,
May May iiay May
Cost animal ($) 81*.67 6U.67 6i*.i*i 8U.51*
Cost animal, feed ($) 110.11 111.20 113.38 IC8.69
find, ph.: wt., (lbs.) 806 818 850 800
Qrade (%) 10 Pr, 80 Gd 50 Ch, 60 Ch, 30 Ch,
10 Cm 50 Gd 1*0 Gd 70 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 1U.52, 15.30, 15.53, li*.85,
Aug. Aug. Aug. Aug.
Value animal ($) 117.01 125.16 131.99 118.79
Gain (lbs.) 167 179 213 162
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 15.23 lli. 82 13.60 11*. 91
Value-cost animal ($) 32.31* 1*0.1*9 47.58 3i*.25
Value-c-value grain ($) lii. 59 18.83 22.3)4 15.23
Value-c-g-value rough. ($) 6.90 13.96 18.61 10.10
No. years returns negative 10 1* 3 6
$ - $10 10 10 6 10
B $10 - $20 9 7 11 9
" $20 - $50 1 9 10 5
n
" n above $50 1 1 1 1
Returns/% feed cost 1.27 1.53 1.61* 1.1*2
Returns/^ total ccst
.0627 .1255 .161*2 .0929
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Table 23. Feed fed, costs and returns for full fed heifers, 11, 12
,
, 13 and ll*.










Number head 9 10 10 10
Daily Ration: (lbs.)
Alfalfa hay 13.30 5.90 U.20 8.20
Milo 13.30 16.80 18.30 17.30
Total Feed:
Alfalfa hay (tons)
.63 .37 .26 .51
Milo (bu.) 29.75 37.1)6 1*0.88 38.55
Value oi Feed: ($)
Alfalfa hay 12.25 SAO 3.61* 7.19
Total roughage 12.25 5.1*o 3.814 7.1*9
Milo 25.65 32.30 35.2U 33. 21*
Total ^rain 25.65 32.30 35.21; 33.21*
Total all feed 37.90 37.70 39.08 U0.73
Beg. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 711 712 703 705
Grade (%) 25 Ch, 25 Ch, 25 Ch, 25 Ch,
75 &d 75 Gd 75 Gd 75 Gd
Price ($/cwt., mo.) 13.25, 13.25, 13.25, 13.25,
May May K&y May
Cost animal, ($) 91*. 21 9lu3ii 93.16 93.12
Cost animal, feed ($) 132.11 132.0U 132.21* 13U.15
End. ph.: wt., (lbs.) 987 987 993 995
Grade (%) 67 Ch, 80 Ch, 1*0 Ch, 1*0 Ch,
33 Gd 20 Gd 60 Gd 60 Gd
Price (&/cwt., mo.) 15.71, 16.01, 15.07, 15.07,
Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept.
Value animal ($) 155.03 158.02 11*9.60 150.22
Gain (lbs.) 276 275 290 290
Feed cost/cwt. gain ($) 13.73 13.71 13.18 Hi. Oli
Value-cost animal (*) 60.62 63.68 56.U* 56.80
Value-c-value grain (<?) 35.17 31.38 21.20 23.56
Value-c-g-value rough. ($) 22.92 25.98 17.36 16.07
No. years returns negative 5 3 6 7
" $ - $10 3 5 5 6
" $10 - $20 8 5 9 7
" " $20 - $5o 11 Hi 8 9
"
" above $50 1* k 3 2





Table 2lu Feed fed, costs and returns for cow herds, A, B, C and D.
Program : A : D : C : ^
Wintering :hase < 6 mo. : 6 mo. : 6 mo. : 6 mo.
Total feed per phase (per calf basis)
Silage (tons) — — 2.U8 2.1*8
Alialfa hay (tons) 1.10 ~ 1.10 —
Prairie hay (tons) 1.10 1.98 — 1.10
Corn (bu.) 3.30 M — —
Soybean oil meal (cwt.) — 2.6U — 1.10
Grazing phase
Pasture 6 mo. 6 mo. 6 mo. 6 mc.
Cost ($) : wintering phase
Sila ;e mm — 11.02 11.02
Alfalfa hay 16.1? ~ 16.17 —
Prairie hay 11.01 19. e2 — 11.01
Total roughage 27.18 19.82 27.19 22.03
Corn 3.17 -- — —
Soybean oil meal ~ 8.25 — 3.UU
Total wintering cost 30.35 28.07 27.19 25. U7
Cost ($) j grazing phase 12.25 12.25 12.25 12.25
Roughage cost, both phases 39.13 32.07 39.U 3U.28
Total feed cost, both phases U2.60 U0.32 39.U* 37.72
Feed cost/cwt. calf produced 10.02 9.19 9.28 8.88
Selling value of calf 6U.70 6U.70 6k.70 6U.70
Ending wt. (lbs.) U25 U25 U25 U25
Ending grade (%) 50 Ch, 50 Ch, 50 Cli, 50 Ch,
50 Gd 50 Gd 50 Gd 50 Gd
Month for end. grade Nov. Nov. Nov. Nov.
Ending price U) 15.22 15.22 15.22 15.22
Value-value of coiam. feed ($) — 56.1*5 —
—
61.26
Value-c-vaiua of grain ($) 61.53 « — —
Value-c-g-value of rough. ($) 22.10 2U.38 25.26 26.98
No. years returns negative 5 3 u 2
" » » $ - $10 5 7 5 7
» » $10 - $20 9 8 7 6
" » $20 - $50 8 9 10 11
" above $50 h h 5 5
Value calf/* total feed cost 1.52 1.60 1.6U 1.72
Returns/1 total feed cost .5189 .6CU7 .6U05 .7155
a4
Table 25. Feed fed, costs and returns for cow-herd, creep-fed calves, a, b
and c.
1 a : b : c
Program and total no. days
'
(376) : (377) » (390)
Number head 5o U6 1*6
Daily Ration: creep, days 211 212 212
Milo (lbs.) 1.6ii 1.2U —
Cottonseed meal (lbs.) — .25 —
Daily Ration: fatten, days 165 165 173
Silage (lbs.) 18.27 16.1*5 18.75
Alfalfa hay (lbs.) .63 .63 .66




Cottonseed meal (lbs.) 1.35 1.35 1.36
Total Feed: calves
Silage (tons) 1.51 1.53 1.67
Alfalfa hay (tons) .05 .05 .06
Ground alfalfa (tons) .01 .01 .01
ilo (bu.) kkJi U2.52 Uc.o5
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 2.23 2.86 2.U1
Value of Feed: ($) silage 6.73 6,80 7.37
Alfalfa hay .77 .77 .86
Ground alfalfa .12 .12 .16
Pasture 7.82 7.82 7.82
Total roughage 15.ua 15.51 16.21
Milo 38.12 36.66 3U.52
Cottonseed meal 6.70 8.60 7.25
Salt and minerals .05 .05 .05
Total all feed 60.31 60.82 58.03
Total Feed: cows, calves
Silage (tons) 3.99 li.Ol U.15
Alfalfa hay (tons) 1.15 1.15 1.16
Ground alfalfa (tons) .01 .01 .01
Milo (bu.) Uusa 1*2.52 Uo.05
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 2.23 2.86 2.ia
Value All Feed U) silage 17.75 17.82 18.39
Alfalfa hay 16.9U 16.9U 17.03
Ground alfalfa .12 .12 .16
Pasture 20.07 20.07 20.07
Total roughage 5U.88 5k.95 55.65
Total All Feed 99.75 100.25 97 .1*7
Selling value of calf ($) 136.95 1U1.28 135.U7
Ending wt. (lbs.) 857 880 863
Ending grade (%) 11 Pr, 89 Ch 16 Pr, 8u Ch 92 Ch, 8 Gd
Month for end. price Apr. Apr. Apr.
Ending price (&) 15.98 16.05 15.70
Value-cost covon. feed ($) 130.20 132 .62 128.17
Value-c-cost of grain ($) 92.08 95.97 93.65
Value-c-g-cost of roughage ($) 37.20 1*1.02 38.00
No. years returns negative 3 3 3
" $ - $10 2 2 2
Table 25. (conc'l.)
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Program ana total no. days
a : b : c






No. years returns $10 - $20
»i
•» " $20 - $50
" above $50
Value calf^$ total feed cost
Returns/ft total feed co3t
36
Table 26. Feed fed, costs and
and f
.
returns for cow-herd, creep-fed calves, d, e
: 3 : e : f
Program and total no. days
t (Uoo) : (395) « (Mil)
Number head 12 13 13
Daily Ration: creep, days 288 283 286
Milo j(lbs.) U.13 3.16 —
Cottonseed meal (lbs.) — .65 —
Daily Ration: fatten, days 112 112 155
Silage (lbs.) 23.98 22.90 25.33
Alfalfa hay (lbs.) 2.00 2.00 2.00
Milo (lbs.) 11.33 11.33 11.07
Cottonseed meal (los.) 1.00 1.00 1.00
Total Feed: calf, sil. (tons) 1.31* 1.28 1.96
Alfalfa hay (tons) .11 .11 .16
Milo (bu.) 1*3.39 38.03 30.6U
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 1.12 3.17 1.55
Value of Feed: ($) silage 5.98 5.71 8.75
Alfalfa hay 1.65 1.65 2.28
Pasture 7.32 7.32 7.82
Total roughage 15.U5 15.18 18.85
Milo 37.31* 32.79 26.m
Cottonseed meal 3.36 9.53 U.66
Total all feed 56.65 57.50 U9.92
Total Feed: cow, calf, sil. (tons) 3.82 3.76 li.W
Alfalfa hay (tons) 1.21 1.21 1.26
Milo (bu.) U3.89 38.03 30.61+
Cottonseed msal (cwt.) 1.12 3.17 1.55
Value All Feed ($) silage 17.00 16.73 19.77
Alfalfa hay 17.82 17.82 18.1+5
Pasture 20.07 20.07 20.07
Total roughage 5U.89 51*.62 58.29
Total All Feed 96.09 96.91* 89.36
Selling value of calf (§) 116.08 1U0.77 11*8.1*0
finding wt. (lbs.) 895 870 385
Ending grade {%) 75 Ch, 25 Gd 69 Ch, 31 Od 100 Ch
Month for end. price Oct. Oct. Dec.
Ending price ($) 16.32 16.18 16.77
Value-cost comm. feed ($) 11*2.72 131.2U 11*3.71*
Value-c-cost of grain ($) 10l*.88 98.1*5 117.33
Value-c-g-cost of roughage ($) 1*9.99 1*3.83 59.01*
No. years returns negative 3 3 1
" $ - $10 2 2 1*
" " " $10 - $20 2 1* 2
" " " $20 - $50 12 13 10
" above $50 12 9 11*
Value calf/3 total feed cost 1.52 1.U5 1.66
Returns/ft total feed cost .5202 .U521 .6607
87
Table 27. Feed fed, costs and returns for cow-herd, creep-fed calves, g and h.
Program and total no. days g 1(388) :
h
(U26)
Number head 17 19
Daily Ration: creep, days 278 278
Milo (lbs.) 3.98 ~
Daily Ration : fatten, days 110 1U8
Silage (lbs.) 5.U5 8.90
Ground alfalfa (lbs.) U.o5 U.06
Milo (lbs.) 13.92 12.18
Total feed: calf, sil. (tons) .30 .66
Ground alfalfa (tons) .22 .30
Milo (bu.) U7.ll 32.19
Value of Feed: (#) silage 1.3U 2.93
Ground alfalfa 3.67 U.95
Pasture 7.82 7.82
Total roughage 12.83 15. 7u
Milo U0.61 27.75
Total all feed 53. UU U3.U5
Total Feed: cow, calf, sil. (tons) 2.78 3.1U
Alfalfa hay (tons) 1.10 1.10
Ground alfalfa (tons) .22 .30
Milo (bu.) U7.ll 32.19
Value All Feed (#) silage 12.36 13.95
Alfalfa hay 16.17 16.17
Ground alfalfa 3.67 U.95
Pasture 20.07 20.07
Total roughage 52.27 55.1U
Total All Feed 92.88 82.89
Selling value of calf (U) 1U0.1U 132.55
ending wt. (lbs.) 821 82U
Ending grade {%) 12 Pr, 82 Ch, 6 Gd 7U Ch, 26 Gd
Month for end. price Oct. Dec.
Ending price 17.07 16.09
Value-cost of grain 99.53 10U.8U
Value-g-cost of roughage U7.26 U9.70
No. years returns negative 3 1
" '» » $ - $10 2 5
$10 - $20 2 3
M
'• $20 - $50 13 13
" " above $50 11 9
Value calf/$ to+al feed cost 1.51 1.60




Table 28, Feed fed, costs and returns for cow-herd, creep-fed calves, i, j
and k.
,
, : i : 3 1 k
Program and total no, days Uo5) : (1*03) » (1*02)
Number head 19 20 19
Daily Nation: creep, days 281* 282 281
Milo (lbs.) 3.66 3.13 —
Cottonseed meal (lbs.) — .61* —
Daily Ration: fatten, days 121 121 121
Silage (lbs.) 18.18 17.12 21.61
Milo (lbs.) 13.03 13.03 12.57
Cottonseed meal (lbs.) 1.38 1.38 1.38
Total Feed: calf, sil. (tons) 1.10 1.01* 1.31
Milo (bu.) 1*6.73 1*3.35 27.16
Cottonseed meal (cwt.) 1.67 3.80 1.67
Value Of Feed: ($) silage 1.90 Ml 5.82
Pasture 7.82 7.82 7.82
Total roughage 12.72 12.1*3 13.61* .
Milo 1*0.28 37.37 23.1*2
Cottonseed meal 5.03 11.1*2 5.02
Salt and minerals .05 .05 .05
Total all feed 58.08 61.27 1*2.13
Total Feed: cow, calf, sil. (tons) 3.1*8 3.52 3.79
Alfalfa hay (tons) 1,10 1.10 1.10
Milo (bu.) 1*6.73 1*3.35 27.16
Cottonseed meal (cwt,) 1.67 3.80 1.67
Value All Feed ($) silage 15.92 15.63 16.81*
Alfalfa hay 16.17 16.17 16.17
Pasture 20.07 20.07 2C.07
Total roughage 52.16 51.87 53.08
Total All Feed 97.52 100.71 81.57
Selling value of calf ($) 138.28 11*1.85 132.98
Ending wt, (lbs.) 850 87C 81*1
Ending grade (%) 73 Ch, 27 Gd 75 Ch, 25 0d 58 Ch, 1*2 Od
Month for end. price Nov. Nov. Nov.
Ending price (#) 16.27 16.30 15.81
Value-cost comm. feed ($) 133.20 130.38 127.91
Value-c-cost of grain ($) 92.92 93.01 101.1*9
Value-c-g-cost of roughage ($) 1*0.76 la .11* 51.1*1
No. years returns negative It I 1
" •» $0 -. $10 3 3 1*
" i $10 - $20 2 2 2
" " $20 - $50 13 13 13
" » » above $50 9 9 11
Value calf/$ total feed cost
Returns/I total feed cost .1*180
1.1*1 1.63
.1*085 .6303
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This study was concerned with the production of beef cattle in Northeast
Kansas and an attempt was made to determine the profitability of alternative
ways of handling different systems for that area. The study covered the
period from 1925 to 1955 with annual budgets constructed for each year, in-
cluding beef prices and feed costs appropriate for the system and year. The
budgeting process was utilized to determine annual costs and returns for the
various beef cattle feeding programs. The budgets were constructed to de-
termine returns per dollar of feed costs, returns per dollar of total costs,
and profit. Beef cattle feeding trials carried out by the Kansas Agricul-
tural Experiment Stations at Manhattan and Hays provided the necessary input-
output relations. These data are useful for studies in farm planning.
The budgets were constructed to include calculations of the selling
value of the animal minus the cost of the animal J selling value minus the
cost of animal and value of commercial feed} selling value minus cost of
animal, value of commercial feed and value of farm raised grain; selling
value minus cost of animal, value of commercial feed, value of farm raised
trains and value of farm raised roughage. This last calculation represented
profit or the return above the cost of the animal and feed. A separate
budget was constructed for each phase as in programs of more than one phase,
the results of one phase were likely to be contingent on how the preceding
phase was handled.
Cow herds with creep fed calves were found to be the most profitable
beef feeding program for the period studied. However, programs in which no
grain was fed until the calves were weaned produced the largest profit. The
results for the creep feeding programs are not entirely comparable with those
for the other systems since no charge was included for the replacement of
the cow, whereas for purchased systems the cost of the animal was used.
Pull fed steers of lighter weights were the second most profitable feed-
ing program. The average annual return was over $30.00 oer head in most
cases, and losses were small as a rule. The heavier full fed steers pro-
duced somewhat erratic returns with losses being larger in most cases.
Deferred fed steers also produced an average annual return of over $30.00
per head. One rather apparent characteristic of the deferred fed steer alter-
native was the smallness of losses in those years losses were incurred. The
greatest loss from deferred fed steers was slightly more than $8.00 per head
in 1934.
Pull fed heifers did not produce profit figures comparable to full fed
steers, but neither did they lose as much money in years of losses as did
steers.
Wintered and grazed steers produced an average profit of slightly over
$20.00 per head. This feeding program appeared to be the fourth most profit-
able. An apparent characteristic of this program was the high return per
dollar of feed cost. This may have been due to the low cost gains derived
from pasture.
Although wintered steers produced about the lowest profits of the programs
studied, they still produced a rather high return per dollar of feed cost.
This was apparently due to the rather low cost of feeds used for wintering.
Profit realized from deferred fed heifers and wintered and full fed
steers appeared to be rather erratic. In some cases losses were very high
and in others profits approached $30.00 per head.
In analyzing the various systems in regard to returns per dollar of total
cost it was found that the same systems which produced the greatest profit were
also the same systems which produced the largest return per dollar of total
cost.
